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issue of December 31st we will closeWith the
Vol. XVII., and our first issue in January will commence 
a new volume. So many engineers now bind their copies 
of The Canadian Engineer that we feel warranted, in 
making special mention of the new volume knowing 

are anxious to add to their technical librariesmany more 
by preserving their technical magazines.

During the first six months of 1910 
special series of articles dealing with

will havewe

Railroad Location.
Gas Engine Design.

Practical Astronomy.

Machine Design and Operation.
Steel Bridge Design and Erection.

Reinforced Concrete Con-Concrete and
struction.

Costs and Cost-keeping.
Legal Decisions Affecting Engineering.

& Municipal Street and Park Improvement.

Critical Book Reviews..
Current Construction News.

Lists of Engineering Literature.

Market Conditions.
Railway Signalling. . .

Locomotive and Stationary Engine Design.

Railway Earnings.
Precipitation at Fifteen Centres.

of Dominion Railway Board.Orders

annual meetings.
During December and January the annual meetings 

effort over, we will go to sleep, in some cases, for an-

°theAyesSc"iety is like a business. To be successful, 
must regularly, persistently and untiringly

someone
work for its sdvBncement. . . •

Look over the history of those successful societies 
you are familiar with, and you will find they are a one- 
man organization.” Somebody has made it his own per
sonal business to arrange meetings, gei^ after ne 
members and enthuse the membership. When he drops 
out, for a time things go on as before, but very soon the
oersonal touch is lost and things drift..

Let us not be suspicious nor envious of the man 
and hours of unselfish devotion to awho gives hours

P Technical associations are again like business
successful they must give value for money 

how venerable the name nor how

ven

tures. To be 
received. No matter
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haps it is because in the ordinary routine work there is 
so little to do. It is interesting to notice that when the 
position of Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia 
a real, live position, where much is doing—is vacant,

who

beautifully worded the first clause of their constitution, 
unless they are a working, living force they serve 
purpose in the community, they damn the profession they 
are supposed to represent, and are a useless load to their 
members. It would be better to have no organization at 
all than a lifeless, purposeless one.

Every new movement has its day of “little things,”
new de-

no

it is filled by an engineering-contractor—by 
has always been busy doing things.

a man

P. Paterson — railwayLieutenant-Governor W. 
builder—we extend congratulations.but keep it growing, spend more money, open 

partments, branch out—grow.
According to returns made under the Mining Act to 

the Provincial Bureau of Mines, the output of the metal
liferous mines and works of the Province for the nine 
months ending September 30th, 1909,
Gold, 1,125 ounces, valued at $18,026; silver, 18,751,549 

valued at $9,385,600; cobalt, 427 tons, valued 
at $79,450; arsenic, 780 tons, valued at*$39,22i ; copper, 
5,583 tons, valued at $740,677 ; nickel, 8,912 tons, 
valued at $1,921,363; iron ore, 205,262 tons, valued at 
$473,770; pig iron, 294,698 tons, valued at $4,095,735; 
zinc ore, 785 tons, valued at $8,000. The gross produc
tion amounted in value to $16,762,742, as compared with 
$12,185,511 for the first nine months of 1908.

TRAINING MECHANICS.
was as follows :

This is the day of the trained man. To be a leader 
to-day a man must be a specialist; but, more than that, 
if a man wishes to keep even a good place in the ranks 
he must be skilled and trained.

Competition is keen in the business world to-day 
keener than it has been for years. The department 
ager must cut cost down to the very last fraction of a 

He may do that by lowering wages or by reducing 
waste and increasing output. It is recognized that the 
trained mechanic, understanding his work and why he 
does it, interested and informed, will with the same 
effort produce better and surer results than the work
man who is a mere machine.

ounces,

man-

cent.

SOCIETY NOTES.
The Grand Trunk Railway mechanical department 

recognized the value of trained mechanics years ago, 
and were pioneers in attempting to solve the problem of 
effectually supplying the demand for skilled mechanics. 
Their solution has appealed to heads of other large in
dustrial corporations, and has been copied in whole or 
in part.

Central Railway and Engineering Club of Canada, Tor
onto.—-The regular monthly meeting of the above club will 
be held in the Assembly Room, Prince George .Hotel, on 
Tuesday, December 21st, at 8 p.m., when a paper will be read 
on “ Gas Manufacture,” by Mr. C. G. Herring, chief 
draughtsman, Consumers Gas Company, Toronto.

In a booklet, entitled “Training Modern Me- 
issued recently, the Grand Trunk Railway tell

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, Montreal—An or
dinary meeting of the society was held on Thursday evening, 
16th inst., when Mr. A. D. Swan, resident engineer, Mont
real harbour works, gave a description, illustrated by lantern 
slides and cartoon drawings, of the construction of the new 
harbour, wet dock, and graving dock, at Bristol, England.

chanics,
how this great railway system solved the apprenticeship 
problem, and furinshed its own shop and those of many 
other large companies with master workmen and master 
mechanics.

The boy leaving day school, stepping out into the 
world to make his own way, must pass a physical test 

sight, hearing, writing, spelling and arithmetic. 
Having passed a satisfactory examination, he is then 
taken on under articles agreeing/ to serve faithfully four 
or five years with the company. Stripped of all its legal 
phraseology, “This Indenture” simply means the boy 
must work where he is put, and out of working hours 
do a certain amount of study, the company agreeing to 

him for his labor, provide instructors, class-room

Engineers’ Club, Toronto—At the Engineers’ Club last 
Thursday evening Mr. A. Sothman, Dr.E., chief engineer 
of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission, took about 
sixty local engineers for a trip over the Ontario Government s 
transmission line, which will shortly supply Niagara power 
to the large towns and cities of south-western Ontario. Mr 
Sothman presented a map of the country affected, showing 
the route of line and the points it touches, following which

as to

lantern slides illustrating the progress of the construction 
work and the method of erecting the towers, the type of

pay
and courses of study, and foremen who will do more than 
exact toll, men who will take pleasure in instructing the 
apprentice.

The apprentice is encouraged, guided, rewarded. 
The company secure a loyal employee, a man who grows 
up to respect the company that educated him and made 
him more than a machine.

apparatus used and the lay-out of the different transformer 
stations were provided together with much information. Mr- 
A. B. Barry, C.E., presided.

COMING MEETINGS.
The working out of this system has taken years of 

study, adjusting and revision, but the results to the 
Grand Trunk Railway and to Canada have justified the 
effort.

Annual
meeting at Butte, Mont. Secretary, Clinton, H. Moore, Butte.

Montana Society of Engineers.—January 6-8.

American Association for the Advancement of Science.—
December 27. Annual meeting at Boston, Mass. Secretary, 
L. O. Howard, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

American Society of Agricultural Engineers.—December
Secretary, L. W-

EDITORIAL NOTES.

We have sometimes wondered why members of the 
engineering profession do not take a more active part 
in the administrative departments of our country. Per-

Annual meeting at Ames, Iowa.28-29.
Chase, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
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CONTROL OF WORKMANSHIP ON ASPHALT 
PAVEMENTS*CONCRETE BRIDGE FAILURE

erected on Con-During the summer of 1909, there was
Etobicoke, York County, Ontario, a

idea of
Kirschbraum, Municipal Asphalt Laboratory, Chicago,By L.cession B, Township

bridge. The reproduced photo gives someconcrete failures on accountUndoubtedly there have been more 
of improper mixing and handling of good materials than in 
the use of inferior ones. To secure good results depends 
not only on laboratory inspection, but also upon trained in
spectors at the asphalt plant when the mixtures are prepared 

the street where the materials are being laid.
Upon the establishment of an asphalt plant inspection 

for the City of Chicago by the late Andrew Rose- 
M. Am. Soc. C.E., general instructions were issued 

which read as follows :

the style of the structure. . .
feet, making the opening through the 

From the bed of the
The span was ten 

bridge for the water ten by six.
the top of the concrete guard the height was about 

twenty-six feet so that when the roadway was filled in there
was about thirteen feet of earth over the floor.

consisted of three-quarter inch plain 
in the walls and twelve-inch

stream to

and at
The reinforcement

rods placed two foot centres 
centres in the floor.

After the bridge had been completed nearly two months 
and the thirteen foot fill over the floor completed the centres 
were struck and almost immediately the floor fell.

The accompanying photo gives a good idea of the break. 
The floor fell in, the horizontal crack in the face of the wall 
shows the depth of floor.

On examination the concrete appeared good being of
The weakness ap-

bureau
water,
to plant inspectors

Inspectors at asphalft plants are hereby instructed to take 
materials used in the proportioning of 

their physical nature and the
note daily of the 
paving mixtures, both as to 
quantities, by measurements and weight.

desirable for the preparation and maintenance ot 
in connection with work, under contract with 

and brand of each kind of ma- 
them meas-

It is
proper records 
the city, to note the name 
terial used, and in compounding mixtures to 
ured and weighed and observe, whatever proportions are

cor-
proportion and had set well.rect

peared to be in the design.
A calculation made from measurements taken after the 

stress of at least 41,500 pounds per sq. m.

see

failure shows a

2#*?l

*isi!

1
Ü

f

Cheeney Creek Bridge after failure

stress of 1,100 pounds

where the design has

used in the various mixtures, whether a uniformity is mam- 
uniformity or system is observed, to em-on the steel in the floor slab and a 

Per sq. in. in the concrete.
This certainly looks like a

known to be experienced.

tained, and if no 
brace such facts in the reports.case expected to afford all necessary con- 

lf obstacles are placed in
Contractors are

veniences for such inspections.
of securing desired information, or

the inspector must note same in
facilities arethe way

denied by any contractor, 
his daily report, with the alleged

Samples of asphaltic cement used shall be sent daily to 
the laboratory for testing purposes, also the street surface 
mixtures. Separate samples of other materials called for

test to the

learningare reasons.

has been unsuccessfully exper- 
Swedish federal railways. by the chemist shall be taken for examination and 

laboratory. Anything relating to materials received at the 
plant, or to operations in their mixture and handling, shall 
be noted on the daily reports sent to the laboratory.

Peat fuel for locomotives
imented with by engineers of the whenÈHJrtESE—-
evolved it " reported that the railways would place several 
Peat-burning locomotives m regular service.

* From a paper in the Michigan Technic.



Common brick ; 5 parts sand to 1 partTest “D”.
cement.

2,240
2,675
3,710

72,150 
86,650 

119,950

Two hard-burned “body” clay bricks.

72,150
80,700

110,000
Test “E”.

4,770
5,470

150,000101,000
162,00094,000

Care in curing the brick (that is, constant wetting), will 
overcome to a large degree any minor weakness which is
theoretically developed by a “dry mix.”

To the uninitiated, the small quantity of water used 
would seem likely to produce a porous brick having a strong 
attraction for water, with damp buildings as the result of 
their use. As a matter of fact, these bricks do not absorb 
water to any great extent. Bricks 30 days old, carefully 
dried and then submerged in water for 16 hours, showed 
the results given in Table No. 1.

Table No. 2 shows the results of tests made under the 
direction of the Ordnance Department of the United States 
Army at the Government Arsenal in Watertown, Mass. Thb 
figures are averages unless otherwise noted.

Table 1. Absorption of Cement Bricks.
Weight.

Satur- Absorp-
ated. tion. 

lbs. oz.
Dry.

Brick lbs. oz.oz.
I1/,5 • ■ 8%'

5 8
5 9% 5

F ace ..............
Common inside

5 10

5 11 3
Facing material*
Hard burned body clay brick 4 
used on the outside of the buildings had a facing ( J4 inch

12511

thick after compression) of 2 parts fine sand and 1 part ce
ment, with the addition of 2 per cent, waterproofing (by 

Enough water was used to make aweight) to the cement, 
mortar of such consistency that it would hold its shape 
under compression, without flushing water to the surface so 

the mortar to stick to the plates. No definiteas to cause
percentage can be given as to the amouAt of water, as that 
is governed largely by temperature and atmospheric condi
tions, but the average amount was about 8 per cent.

Table 2. Tests of Cement Bricks.
Test “A”. Face brick; body 3 parts sand to 1 part 

cement ; facing, 2 parts fine sand to 1 part cement ; 2 per 
waterproofing compound added to cement by weight. 

Facing yé inch thick after compression, 
ist Crack, 

lbs.
87,100

cent.

Per sq. in., 
lbs.

Ultimate strength,Age,
days lbs.

87,100
108.650
132.650

Common brick ; 3 parts sand to 1 part

2,730
3,400
4,145

56
100,900
128,500

120
239

Test “B”.
cement.

2,215
3,080
3,735
4,095
5,160

69,750
95,000
119,700

56 71,200
99.100 
119,700
134.100 
164,600

Common brick ; 4 parts sand to 1 part

92
120

129,000
162,100

239
275

Test “C”.
cement.

76,500
9i,45o

126,400

2,390
2,810
3,905

56 74,i5o
89,050

119,500
120
239

* Brick made entirely of the material used for facing the 
outside brick.

(Continued on Page 672.)

In addition to these g-eneral instructions the points to be 
watched in preparing the mixtures may be set forth briefly 
as follows :

In the preparation of the asphaltic cement it is essential 
that the refined asphalt and flux be weighed into the kettles 
in such proportion as to produce the desired consistency. 
The temperature of the kettles must be regulated by the in
spector within the limits which the asphalt cement in ques
tion can properly sustain. In combining, the flux and asphalt 
should be sufficiently agitated to produce thorough solution, 
and with asphalts containing much mineral matter, to avoid 
settling ouit of such, with consequent lack of homogeneity in 
the cement and resulting mixtures.

The consistency of the asphalt cement is varied to pro
duce a hard or soft pavement, or to meet the requirements 
of a fine or coarse mineral aggregate. It is desirable, other 
conditions being the same, that for any piece of work the 
consistency be uniform to a standard which experience with 
each asphalt has demonstrated to be satisfactory. Consist
ency is determined by the penetration machine, which oper
ates by measuring in tenths of a millimeter to depth of pene
tration into a sample of the cement at 77 degress F. of a 
No. 2 needle under a weight of too grams for five seconds. 
Where there are facilities for testing at the plants it is the 
duty of the inspector to test each kettle before use. 
there are no such facilities an experienced inspector can 
determine an approximate consistency by chewing a sample 
of the cement. In any case, samples of each kettle are sent 
in daily to the laboratory for checking, and close control 
and record are kept of them.

Two kinds of binder are in use at present in the paving 
industry, an open and a closed binder, or asphaltic concrete. 
The open binder is made of well graded stone one and one 
half inch |to quarter inch limiting sizes coated with asphalt

the term implies,

When

cement. . Asphaltic concrete, as 
differs from the open binder in having the voids of the stone 
filled with an asphaltic mortar of sand and fine screenings, 
making a dense and compact medium, 
perior to the open binder in its ability to support the surface 
rigidly and to prevent crushing of the top into the interstices 
of the binder under heavy traffic.

The main cause of trouble with open binder is overheat
ing—not necessarily on account of injury to the cement, but 
because of the fact that the coating of cement will run off 
hot stone to such an extent that at the end of a long haul 
the top three-quarters of a load will be so devoid of cement 

be insufficiently bonded when laid, while the material 
in the bottom of the wagon contains an excess of “ juice,” 
making it difficult to rake, and forming, when rolled, “ a

This is much su

as to

grease spot.”
(To be Continued.)

CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT BRICKSOME

Although cement brick (or concrete brick) construction 
is still in its experimental stage enough is known to demon- 

that under favorable conditions it may be a strongstrate
competitor of clay brick in both price and appearance.

The extensive use of cement brick by the Plymouth Cor
dage Company, Plymouth, Mass., has demonstrated several 
valuable facts. For the construction of their new mill hav
ing an aggregate wall length of nearly one fifth of a mile, 

and one-half million cement bricks were madealmost two
upon the ground.

The mixture used in the major part of the work was 3
A few bricks were made ofparts sand to 1 part cement.

4 parts sand to 1 cement for lightly loaded walls. The brick
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THESanitary Review
WATER SUPPLY ANDSEWAGE DISPOSAL,

WATER PURIFICATION
SEWERAGE,

SEWAGE DISPOSAL.* 

REMOVAL OF PUTRESCIBILITY. 

Chapter VIII —Choice of Filter Material.

TO THE STUDENT AND OTHERS.

few words toThe Sanitary Review wishes to say a 
the student.

No diploma, certificate or degree can ever make you 
less qualified to be a student than you are now. > 

degree simply stamps you
incentive to further know-

Having in previous chapters dealt with the question of
the surface of a filter,as a methods of distributing sewage over

proposed to deal more particularly with the material 
in its relation to removal of

diploma, certificate 
student, and should act as an

( r
it is now
required for filtration purposes 
putrescibility.

ledge.
He who believes that he has attained to the utlimate 

of knowledge in any subject, chews the cud of his own 
ignorance.

An engineer who obtains, 
tions and establishes a practice, may 
whole efforts are only justifiably spent in earning fees, 
but he has forgotten that he is an engineer.

He who schemes out a piece of work, and cannot 
see how and where he could improve it after completion, 
has stopped dead in the march of evolution, and he is no

l0ngTrb=a £“»“* Knowledge «== <iu teaching of the 
and the possibility of reducing

said that the problem of artificial biologicalIt has been
filtration depends upon substituting in lieu of soil a material 
which will retain within itself sufficient oxygen to treat t e 
sewage and yet pass off large volumes of liquid. Soil, be
cause of the smallness of its pores, presents too small an air 
retaining capacity in proportion to its water retaining cap
acity in order to effect efficiency in purification at high rates 
of filtration.

Generally speaking it may be said that any sort of hard 
material not liable to disintegration is suitable for sewage 
filters. The continued efficiency of a filter certainly depends 
more upon non-liability to disintegration than to any other

where laminated

what are termed qualifica- 
consider that his

reality of limitations,
1 imitations.e ^ ^ .<scientist,» who says: "i

have discovered a new principle, but the discovery is my 
secret:” He simply cannot explain the new principle, 

it does not exist.
Beware of the man

profession, for all mystery is quackery and

ignorance.
The man 

“I know

The author has in mind a case
the filtering media, the result being

factor.
sandstone was used as 
that the material rotted in a short time into soft shale pro
ducing a fine sand which clogged up the base of the filter m 
eighteen months. Any sort of material which rs easily 
affected by the action of frost or is subject to serious water
erosion is entirely unsuitable.

that the success of a biological
the choice of filter material, and 

as the material required forms as a rule the most expensive 
portion of the whole scheme, especially if there is no suitable 
material at hand, there is a great inducement to utilize and 

handy material, granted that such

because who makes a mystery of his 
a cloak for

It will be at once seen 
filter depends largely uponwho looks very wise, shakes his head and 

but I just cannot explain it; in fact, you 
understand if I did,” is on a par with the 

and can only hypnotise the weak-
says : 
would not
toy nodding mandarin
,ing by .he Prof.™ = o»^ as

Ne,«, J™ a point with both length

with almost anyput up 
can be obtained locally.

Given what may be looked upon locally as 
hard stone, it is difficult to persuade a municipality to pay 
freight for furnace slag or green trap rock from any distance 

it will ultimately pay to obtain just the very 
be obtained within practicable

a fairly good

final ; to do so
and breadth. _ ,

He whose brain has created a
. j -,n imaginary line into a false leahty. 

has created a ,«acher and a student; he
teaches that which he think, fckno^nd <“

Wha,l£en“treueVprovi that you are right: that is 
D p t],e champion of your subject only.egor *

to’do'with the'other man’s mind. Try and improve the 

total of knowledge. ^ ^ be a student to go 
To be a student to end with. ;s to live and

With’ TV>* be content In knowledge is to cease to be a 
stagnation and development of

fixed circumference
yet in every case 
best material if such can

A man limits.Apart from the hardness and imperishability of the ma- 
, another factor, that of surface area, is of great material

portance.
in previous articles that the action of a

“ mechanical 
oxidation ” or

We have seen
percolating biological filter is three-fold, viz. 
straining,” “ absorption,” and subsequent ‘
“ nitrification.”

The action of mechanical straining does not appear to be 
that of absorption and nitrifica-sum

of so great importance as
on

* Prepared specially for the Review by Mr. T. Aird 
Murray, Consulting Engineer, Toronto.

breathe, 
student, and means 
human ftingus.
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cube yard of filtering media per day. Hourly samples of the 
effluents were taken from each of the four segments over 
three complete days after the filter had been in work twleve 
months. Purification was effected in the order of merit as 
follows :—

tion ; and the amount of nitrification depends largely upon 
the amount of organic matter absorbed, or the power of the 
filtering media to hold back and retain in the body of the 
filter organic matters in solution or colloidal form.

We have further seen that the absorptive power of a filter 
is dependent on the growth of a gelatinous film, which gradu
ally covers the superficies of the filter material. Now the 
greater the area of the superficies of the material, the greater 
will be the area of the absorptive film and consequent 
efficiency in absorption of dissolved organic matter. This, 
however, is only one point in consideration relative to the 
choice of a rough rather than a smooth surfaced material. 
It will be obvious that a filter composed of pebbles, say about 
walnut size, will provide an air space area about -equal to a 
filter composed of furnace slag of about the same size ; how- 

the water retaining capacity of the former will be much.

( 1 ) Clinker.
(2) Coke.
(3) Slag.
(4) Broken brick.

The Royal Commissioners state :—
“ These experiments tend to confirm the view that 

the extent of the purification effected by a perco
lating filter depends upon the length of time taken by the 
sewage to pass through the filtering material, assuming al
ways that the filter is properly aerated. Having regard to 
the vesicular nature of the clinker we should expect it to re
tard the passage of the sewage more *than the broken 
brick, and hence to give a better effluent. The analytical 
results show that this was the case.”

Professor Dunbar (Principals of Sewage Treatment) pub
lishes some interesting experiments which substantiate the 
theory that a rough material is more suitable, than a smooth 

He carried out simultaneously experiments with the

ever,
less than the latter, owing to the smooth sides of the pebbles 
providing very little friction to flow, and consequently sewage 
will drain through pebbles at much quicker rates than 
through slag with a corrugated surface. Hence it is possible 
to provide a material which will give a too rapid rate of pass
age to the sewage to allow of efficient absorption.

This is a most important point relative to the choice of 
material as it may indirectly affect the depth of the filter 

If only material of a smooth surface character can

one.
same crude sewage on both gravel and coke filters with vary
ing sizes of material.

Gravel 2-3 m.m. size as compared with coke gave a re
duction percentage of oxygen absorbed of 52.8 as against
67.7 with the latter. Again gravel 10-20 m.m. size gave a 
reduction percentage of oxygen absorbed of 44-7 as against
48.7 with similar coke.

It must be concluded that with reference to the removal of 
putrescibility from sewage, that given equally imperishable 
material, a rough surfaced material is much more efficient 
than a smooth surfaced one, and that less filtering depth is re
quired with the former than with the latter.

When we come to discuss the size of material most suit
able., although it is admitted that a small sized material will 
present a greater absorbing surface than a larger sized ma
terial, the main factor however is one of mechanical filtration

beds.
be obtained, and relatively large air retention capacity is 
required, then it will be absolutely necessary that the filters 
be deep and not shallow. For example, other conditions being 
equal a good hard furnace clinker may allow of 
an efficient depth of three feet, whereas with pebbles giving 
an equal air retention capacity per cubic yard twelve feet 
depth of filter would be required in order to produce an equal 

of absorption and consequent removal of putresci-amount
bility from the sewage.

Before planning out a system of biological filtration the 
engineer should know exactly the character of filtering ma
terial available for his purpose ; and must not make the mis
take, so often done, of planning out a definite character of 
work and size of plant, and then finding out that only at an 

freight expense can he obtain a filtering materialenormous
suitable to the arranged depth of filter.

The method sometimes adopted of inserting in a smooth 
surfaced material filter, a layer of coarse sand or other such 
finer material to arrest the downward flow liquid passage, is 
radically bad in principle and effect. Such inserted finer 
graded layers of material should never be necessary, and only 

for clogging the filter and interrupting air 
The only change in size of material in a filter

or straining.
Broadly speaking, the finer the material used in the bed 

of the filter, the purer the effluent will be ; the finer the ma
terial the slower will be the rate of filtration, and the finer 
the material the shorter will be the life of the filter. This 
practically means that if we required an effluent on a par to 
that obtained by slow sand filtration in water supply plants, 

should have to follow similar principles, with the excep-serve as a means we
circulation.
bed which is permissible is from a small grade to a large 
grade commencing from the surface of the filter downwards ; 
and this applies more especially to laying a larger sized ma
terial around the sub-drains to facilitate drainage and aera- 

from the bottom layer, the best constructed

tion that the filter area would have to be enormous as com-
would be constantly em-pared with water treatment, and men 

ployed removing and washing the surface layer of sand.
The size of material being subject to the question of 

mechanical straining, it is obvious that it must depend upon 
the preliminary efficiency in removal of suspended solids. 
The greater the proportion of suspended solids left in the 
sewage liquor, the coarser must be the filtering media, with 
a consequent diminution in removal of putrescibility.

It is obvious then that no hard and fast rule can be laid 
down as to size of material. Many factors must be taken into 
consideration, such as the quality of the- suspended matter 
and its liability to settle out by sedimentation. Many fail- 

have been made in biological filtration work, by basing 
the size of material with reference to some other works with-

This is an error that the

tion. Apart
filters are those which have a uniform sized material through
out, with occasionally a thin surface layer to assist in the 
distribution of the sewage over the surface. However, when 
the mechanical method of distribution is satisfactory, this 

surface layer should be ignored, as it tends tofiner upper 
prevent effective aeration.

With reference to the comparative efficiency of certain 
materials, it will be well here to quote from the British Royal 
Commission on Sewage Disposal (5th Report). The Com
mission carried out experiments at York (England) to deter
mine the purification effected in the same sewage liquor by 
clinker, broken brick, blast furnace slag, and gas coke. The 

feet diameter, 7 feet 8 inches in depth ond 
divided into segments, the sewage liquor being continuously 
supplied by a revolving sprinkler at a rate of 140 gallons per

ures

out comparison of relative data, 
amateur or inexperienced engineer is very apt to fall into.

Among the main factors affecting size of material may be 
noted—the method adopted of removal of solids. If, for in- 

septic tank settlement is relied upon it will be found
filter was 100

stance.
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we have seen,The question of the removal of solids, as 

is a very important one indeed, in fact in many cases t e 
whole success of a.plant depends upon its efficiency, but just 
as soon as the engineer departs from the principle of natura 
unaided sedimentation by reduction of velocity flow, he is 
face to" face with working methods which entail large sums 

generally interfere with automatism

(To Be Continued.)

^ effluents in relation
TO STANDARDS."

that if septic action is allowed to go on indefinitely, that the 
amount of suspended solids will increase m the settled bquor 

1 Çn that a size of material which may

be wholly inadequatemay
and so result in a clogged filter. ■

One of the great difficulties in treating septic liquor in
biological filters is this consequent increase of sohds and

that attention is now being universally 
immediate removal of sludge 

to obtain a

in maintenance, and 
and simplicity.

is for this reason 
drawn to improved methods in 
from contact with the supernatent liquor, so as 
constant amount of solids in the sett e q without

- * •“'zzfzssrsz
As we have seen in pre- 

definite

THE QUALITY OF

By Gilbert John Fowler, D.Sc., F.I.C.

(Continued From Last Week.)any very
tafion tanks
attention apart from the regular
before putrefaction commences. „

“ Removal of Solids, given a
a certain velocity and period of flo

be obtained

The production of green growths, generally consisting 
of oscillatoria nigra, a green chlorophyllous alga, char
acterized by the vibratory movements of its filaments, is 
generally considered as evidence of satisfactory purification. 
The influence of sunlight seems to determine to some extent 
whether oscillatoria or carchesium appears chiefly v 
effluent. A green organism (probably spirogyra) can in 
fact, be seen developing at the Withington works jus a a 
point where the outlet carrier is most freely exposed to he 

• the writer has also noticed that these green growths 
certain effluent outfalls he has 

Luxuriant growths of water- 
and become trouble-

vious articles on 
character of sewage, a ad
in a tank, a fairly constant removal of soiids can 
from an average domestic sewage^ from 60 * 7^ ^

of"! 4fine0ch°aractrerCecan be satisfactorily dealt with in a bio

logical filter with a coarse mil®* • required than above, 
When a greater degree of P”* the sewage to stand 

quiescent sedimentation t ^ about two to three hours 
without movement m taj ^ ^ ^ q£ the solids, and

aterial being used, resulting in a

sun
attain great luxuriance at 
had experience of in India, 
weed may also take place in some caseswill precipitate from 7° 

allow of a finer filtering m some.The production of fungoid growths is, indeed, a very 
sensitive index of pollution, and it is possible, as the ex
ample just cited shows, to differentiate between varying 

of pollution by the character of growth developed.
by Santo Crimp, but it is 

much attention

purer effluent.
When an even greater

treat the liquor m a very 
effluent, it is necessary 

of alumina, lime or 
which means over 90 per
be removed.

degree of purity is required, and 
fine material and

it is intended to 
produce a high class 
lant such as sulphate 
the raw sewage, by 

nded solids can

to add a coagu- 
other reagent to 

cent, of the

sources
This was pointed out years ago 
doubtful whether the subject has received as 
as it deserves in the meantime; thus it is well known that 
small leakages of unpurified sewage passing direct into the 
land drains of irrigation areas, may produce disproportion
né,y large amounts of fungus, the species depending on ar- 
cumstances. The growth of fungus m land dr a Y
depend also on the character of the land “d o e *e 
applied to it, if-e.g., iron is present in the latter the 
a great liability to the development of creno h”X’ *7“ “ 

organism which collects large masses of hydrated oxide 
effluent from the Birmingham Sewage 

Watson’s description, had to be 
into the river in order to

domestic sewage representing a strength 
irallons per head per day water supply on 
g of sewerage for a water closet town ; 

analysis in parts of 100,000 of four par s 
absorbed in four hours 12 

approximately 
follows : If 50 Per 

inch diameter material 
cube yard, allowing

k
SUSP

ssuming a
% equal to about 30

the separate system 
with an approximate 
ammoniacal nitrogen, oxygen 
parts, suspended solids 30 Parts, we may

cent of the solids are removed three
rate of 100 gallons per 

the filter of from 10 to 15 years.

con

tons
of iron around it. The 
Farm, according to Mr. 
screened before passing 
this kind of debris.

be used at amay
a life period to

If 60 P6rterffiI—alions—life of filter ten
material 15og^ ^ removed, then three

' allons—life of the filter from ten to

remove
removed, then three inch 

to fifteen
has been made of a few of the more typical 

to come under the eye of the sewage works 
recognized either by inspection or by 

There are, of

diameter
years, 
inch diameter—at 200

Mention
If 70 per cent organisms likely 

manager, and readily
examination under a low-power ™lcrosc°pew are char.
course countless other flora and fauna which are ciiar 
acteristic of different stages of purification and their com
plete investigation will afford occupation for biologists fo 

Good work has already been done by Marsson,
According to Hofer, 

transmutation

fifteen years. ■ 1 o used for biological filters may be

SS
* 0f secondary filtration or in connection with

removal of solids by aid of a
âe-e for the removal of putre 

author is strongly of 
material,

many years
Hofer, and others on the Continent, 
the self-purification of rivers is in the main a

matter into living organisms, and he shows 
rapidly in a succession of 

is broken. He cites several 
the dependence of organic

2^

inch to 
cept in cases 
high degree of

coagulant.
of dead organic 
that a river purifies itself 
still pools than when the water 
interesting cases showing
growths on specific pollution; thus the sewage fungus 
sphaerotilus natans requires small quantities of sugar for 
its growth in quantity, and consequently large volumes of 

containing much organic matter do not cause 
this organism, whereas small quantities

morein treating sewage
biological filtration, the 
b 1 g in adopting too fine a

purity is desired, it is 
coarse filters,

In all cases 
scibility by
opinion that it is easy ° ® of
and that even if a high liquor on
much better to first «eatJ on finer grade filters as
and then continue the trea attempt a very high degree 
=CC°ti”TS°,’i-*=«rs, instance with * view to dite» 

in fine filters.

tannery waste 
a development of

of remov 
treatment
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of household sewage or brewery waste produce an abundant 
growth. It also requires much oxygen, and grows, there
fore, best in broken streams. Finally, it needs constant sus
tenance with small amounts of sugar, and, therefore, a con
tinuous small stream of polluting liquid furthers the growth 
more than large quantities at infrequent interval's. It is 
better, therefore, that discharges of effluent should under 
these circumstances be held up, say, for twenty hours and 
discharged all together in a short time. . .

The labors of the scientific biologist can be consider
ably assisted if those in charge of sewage works would keep 
systematic records of the more characteristic developments 
occurring under specific conditions—e.g., of composition of 
sewage, time of year, temperature, etc. . . .

Careful accumulation of facts is necessary before a con
clusion can be reached as to the best means of dealing with 
these growths when they occur. They can be temporarily 
arrested, of course, as has been shown, by sterilization. 
Such a process, however, is costly and open to objection, 
on the ground of its possibly deleterious effect on the normal 
life of streams, especially if used at all carelessly. On the 
other hand, there can be no doubt that many fungoid 
growths form excellent habitats for larvae, small worms, 
such as tubifex, and probably numerous forms of Crustacea. 
The development of gnat larvae, indeed, is a matter of rather 
serious moment. This has been carefully watched in con
nection with the effluent from the percolating filter at Davy- 
hulme already mentioned, and at certain periods of the year 
gnats appeared in objectionable numbers at the manhole 
covers of the closed channel through which the effluent 
passed. The development from the larval to the insect stage 
has been followed in the laboratory. These forms of life, 
however, may constitute excellent food for fish, and at the 
Berlin sewage fields large ponds have been constructed, 
into which the final effluent flows, together with a stream 
of fresh water, and in which carp and other coarse fish 
attain large sizes.

It is now generally recognized that the provision of 
some kind of tank to arrest deposits from percolating filters 

" is necessary, and the Royal Commission suggest a similar 
provision in the case of contact beds. It is worth considera
tion whether this idea might not be developed and such 
tanks extended to form aquaria. Careful management would 
be essential in order, by the growth of aquatic plants or 
otherwise, to maintain an adequate supply of dissolved 
oxygen.

into the stream with all the possible contingencies which 
may arise. The suggestion of an aquatic sewage farm has 
already been made by Dr. Letts, in connection with the ulva 
nuisance in Belfast. There are probably many cases where 
analogous provisions might without great difficulty be made 
at inland sewage works. A typically suitable case would be 
where land of an impervious character could be excavated 
for a pond, and where a portion of a fresh-water stream 
could be diverted through the pond along with the effluent. 
Such a method might be considered the equivalent of final 
land treatment.

The general argument of this paper leads, therefore, to 
the following conclusions :—

1. That the standards suggested by the Royal Com
mission are, with possible slight modifications, the most 
practicable and adaptable of any yet suggested.

2. That where the self-purifying power of the body 
of water receiving the effluent is high, they may be too 
stringent.

3. That effluents may pass these standards and yet 
develop considerable growths at the outfall.

4. That the final treatment of effluents in large and 
well-aërated, scientifically managed ponds can in many 
cases be advantageously adopted.

5. That careful and continuous research is necessary 
in order more fully to determine the different links in the 
cycle of nature, upon conformity with which efficiency and 
economy in the disposal of the waste products of human 
life must ultimately depend.

FRAZIL.

The approach of winter recalls the fact that the frazil 
and anchor ice season is again at hand. It will be inter
esting to hear what has been accomplished at Hull, Quebec, 
and Ottawa, Ont., during the last few years in connection 
with the problem of preventing frazil from shutting down 
the hydro-electric plants at these places and demoralizing 
the electric light, industrial power and electric railway ser
vices which are supplied from them.

We are informed that some forty water wheels in the 
power district at and near Ottawa are now equipped with 
heating devices, which prevent frazil from stopping the 
wheels and clogging the gates and gate-operating me
chanism. The Ottawa and Hull Power and Manufacturing 
Company, which supplies Ottawa’s city distributing system, 
and also the International Cement Works with power, in
creased the capacity of its generating station this year, and 
while this work was in progress it also increased the capa
city of its frazil-combatting plant, which has been in success
ful operation during the last three years. A 30 horse-power 
boiler was formerly employed, and the new equipment con
sists of a too horse-power boiler, which, it is anticipated, 
will supply an ample amount of steam to keep the plant in 
operation in the face of frazil attacks, while the output of 
the station is as high as 10,000 horse-power. An interesting 
feature of the latest 3,000 horse-power unit at this station 
is the arrangement of the water wheels and their controlling 
gates for heating purposes. The chutes and gate chambers 
have been cored out, and have pipe connections to the 
openings, so that steam or hot water may be kept circulating 
through them when frazil is anticipated.

The power houses of the Ottawa Electric Railway and> 
of the Ottawa Electric Company are also equipped with 
water wheel heating systems, and these plants have had 
similar satisfactory experiences to those of the Hull com
pany during the last two and four winters, respectively.

(Continued on page 673.)

When this suggestion was made in the paper read at 
Leeds, certain subsequent critics appeared to think that it 
could hardly be seriously intended. Apart, however, from 
its adoption on a very large scale in Berlin, other successful 
applications of the same methods are cited by Hofer, with 
actual figures as to the weight of fish produced. A careful 
study by Marsson of the flora and fauna of a sewage works 
also leads up to the suggestion that when an effluent is so 
far purified that small crustacea can live in it, it is then 
most suitable as a source of food for fish.

It is possible, as pointed out by Sir James Crichton 
Browne, in his address to the Hygienic Section at the Inter
national Congress of Applied Chemistry, that considerable 
diminution in the bacterial content of effluents would result 
from such storage, on the analogy of Dr. Houston’s obse - 
valions in connection with the storage of drinking water. 
The cost of storage might be partly met by the value of the 
fish produced, and in any event the complete cycle from 
offensive organic matter through mineral matter and back 
again to organized life would be under control, instead of, 
as is at present the case, allowing the effluent to pass direct



Header.
COST OF CITY PAYEMENTS. $72 granite sills at 70% cts............

Foundation (labor and concrete)
given by C. H. Rust, 

paper
The following tables of costs 

city engineer of Toronto, Can., in a
the American Society of Municipal Improvements

were
before the con- $ 10.10Total

vention of 
at Little Rock, Ark. :—

Miscellaneous Expenses.
68.75$Foreman and watchmen ............................

Cleaning' street ..........................................
Carting and p’acing planks ....................
Tools .......................... .................................
Water for 280 bbls. cement at 4 cts. per

bbl. ........................................................
Office expenses ..........................................

Cost of Asphalt Paving on Sackville St., Toronto, Canada.
(Medium asphalt, 5-in. concrete, i-in. binder and 2-m. 

surface, with 16-in. gutters.)

8.00
4-33

41.98
Per

Sq. Yd.Total. 11.20 
41.98Pavement.

Grading (1,815.5 sq. yds.) :
Labor .....................................
45 hrs. roller at $1.40 ..........

$0.176 
0.027

$ 321.29 
49.00 $ 176.24

Total ........................ .. • • ;........
Mise, charges per sq. yd. pavt. . 
Mise, chargées for sq. yd. gutter

$0.09
0.01$0.203$ 370.29Total .......................... ..............

Foundation (1,815.5 sq. yds.):
Labor ........... ...... ..........................

Materials :
255 bbls. cement at $i-34 ........
Cartage at 8.4 cents, per bbl. • •
341.8 tons stone at $1.27 ..........
Cartage .........................................
160 eu. yds. sand at 00 cts.

$0.078$ 141-44
— - =» T1*' -

ing Concrete Curb and Cutter on 
Toronto, Canada.

(Light asphalt pavement 18 ft. wide and 543-7 ft- lonS 
Estimated cost, $2,801 ; city tender, $-,793- Began May 27th 

and completed June 19th; I9°9- )

$ 342.90
21,42

441.87 
118.96
144.00

$0.588$1,069.15
.,210.59

160.43
1,050.16

1Total materials ....................................
Total labor and materials ....................

Deduct for foundation under gutters . ■ 
Actual total labor and materials 
Surface, 1 in. Binder,

(1,651 sq. yds.) :

1
,8

$0.665
4~(Tonwmr-e 1

2 ins. Tops

n4. $ 70.50
25.20Labor ........................

18 hrs. roller at $1.40
I 2 ^ ' ’Æ'"0*0_____

tor
$0.058$ 95-70

Total labor ..............................
Materials :

15; batches binder at $1.98
Cartage ........................................
275 batches tops at $2.70 ..........

~k//eg//
$ 301.00

24.95
742.50
36.15

3-24
1.20
3.00

I

2» 6Cartage .............................................
175 lbs. asphalt cement at 1.87 cents....

dust at 0.3 cents ..............

V.g:;i
V fJ11 ckssL

400 lbs. stone
cd. slabs at $6 Pavements.

Per. 
Sq. Yd. 

$0.359

$0.674
$0.732
Per

Lin. ft.

$1,112.48 
1,208.18

Total.
$ 339-13

Total materials ---- •••
Total labor and materials Grading :

Labor ..............................
Foundation :

Labor ................................
Materials :

144 bbls. cement at $1.32 
Cartage on cement at 9 
75 cu. yds. sand at 92 cts. 
172 tons stone at $1.29 
Cartage, 50 cts. per ton

Total. 0.08983.86Gutter.
(1,366 lin. ft. 16 x 3 ins.) :

Labor ..................................
Materials :

25 bbls. cement at $1-34
Cartage at 8.4 cts. per 
6 cu. yds. sand at 90 cts. 
10,175 tons granulith at $3-5° 
Cartage 
34-5 cu.

$0.018$ 23.92 $ 188.76 
12.87 
69.00 

221.88 
86.00

cts. per bbl
$ 33.50 

2. to 
5.40

32.30

bbl.

3-33 $ 578.51 
116.21

Tota’ materials 
Less $116.21, as below

160.43yds. concrete foundation

Total materials ...... ................
Total labor and materials . •

$0.173

$0.191
$ 237.06 

260.98
$0.488$ 462.30Actual totals

t
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$4-i65
*$5.65

8-33
11.30

Total materials ............
Total labor and materials

*To this amount must be added the proportion of mis
cellaneous charges triv:n under “Miscellaneous Expenses.”

Surface (area 950.4 sq. yds.)
Labor ............ ..............................................

Materials :
150 batches asphalt at $270 .....................
Cartage on asphalt ........ "........................
300 lbs. stone dust at 30 cts. per 100-----
50 lbs. asphalt cement at $1.87 per 100..
l/s cord wood at $5.10 ...............................
5 hrs. roller at $1.40 .................................

$0,01716.00

$ 405.00
31-13
0.90
0.94
2-55
7.00

$0,471
0.488

*$1,424

$ 447.52
463.52

1,348.81

Total materials ..............
Total labor and materials 
Grand total for pavement

Curb and Gutter.
Per

Lin. ft.Total.
$ 97.51

10.10 
18.40 
20.00

Grading :
Labor .................................
Tile on tile .....................
20 cu. yds. sand at 92 cts. 
1,000 tile at 2 cts................

$0,134$ 145.91Total grading 
Lumber :

Labor ............
Concrete : 

Labor ..........

$0,030$ 32-71

$0,043$ 47.40

1
il
si$ ; vf-'.vc.

I 4 I is«/ -ZtewX

!1
i&

R
•T-rZjr

Materials :
31% bbls. cement .....................................
Cartage on cement ..................................... .
13 cu. yds. sand .......................................
8.64 tons stone at $1.29 ...........................
Cartage on stone at 50 cts..........................
6.9125 tons granolith at $3.50 ................
Cartage on granolith ...............................
201.4 sq. yds. 4-in. concrete at 57.7 cts.. .

42.38
2.87

11.24
11.15
4.12

24.20
3-35 

116.21

$

$0.198 
0.241 

*0.405

$ 215.52 
262.92 
441-54

Total materials .........................
Total labor and materials ..........
Grand total for curb and gutter

Headers.
Per

Sq. Yd. 
$1.46

Total.
$ 2.97Labor ...............................................

Materials :
y? bbl. cement .................................
56 granite blocks at 70 cts.................
2 cu. yds. sand at 92 cts....................
2 sq. yds. 4-in. concrete at 57.7 cts 
2 sq. yds. grading at 36 cts...............

$ 0.70
3.92
1.84
i.iS
0.72

Miscellaneous Expenses.
$ 56.25

28.01 
28.01 
7.00 

21.92 
3.00

Foreman and watchmen ..................
Office expenses ................................. •
Tools .....................................................
Water for 175 bbls. cement at 4 cts
Cleaning up street ............................
Labor on culverts, extra ..............

$ 144-19Total .........................................................
Mise, charges per sq. yd., pavement-----
Mise, charges per lin. ft., curb and gutter 
Mise, charges per sq. yd., header.......

$0.100
0.032
0.396

Post of Laying 809.2 Sq. Yds. of Bitulithic Pavement on 
•Alhambra Ave., Toronto.

(Pavement 24 ft. wide and 303.5 ft. long on 4-in. con- 
with 16-in. gutters and 6-in. concrete curb.)

Pavement.
crete,

*
Per

Sq. Yd. 
$0.252

Total.
$ 183.85

Grade :
Labor .........................................

Foundation, 1:3:7 Concrete:
Labor .........................................

Materials :
116 bbls. cement at $1.32 -----
Cartage at 6.6 cts.
125 tons stone at $1.29 .........
Cartage at 43 cts............................
62 cu. yds. sand at 95 cts. ...

$0.091$ 66.03

$ 154-42
6.50

161.35
53-75
58.90

$ 434-92 
73-47

Total materials .......................................
Less 124.1 sq. yds. in curb and gutter..

$0.501
0.592

$ 361.45
427.48

Actual total materials 
Total labor and materials 
Surface :

Labor .................................
9 hrs. roller .........................

»$ 35-56
.12.60

$0.065$ 48.16Total labor .................................
Materials :

719.4 sq. yds. bitulithic at $1.15
Cartage .........................................
5 gals, oil ............ ............................

$ 827.31
64.31
0.50

$1.240
1.308

*2.152

$ 892.12 
940.28 

1,551.61

Total materials ............
Total labor and materials 
Grand total pavement

Curb and Gutter.
Per

Lin. ft. 
$0.056 

0.025 
0.003

Total.
$ 34.26

14.49
2.00

Grading : 
Labor 
Fences

ft. tile100

$0.084$ 50-75Total grading ............................
Concrete Curb (i =3=5 mixture) :

Labor ...............................................
Materials :

5 bbls. cement at $1.32 ..............
Cartage at 5.6 cts. per bbl..............
4y2 tons stone .................................
Cartage .............................................
2 cu. yds. sand at 95 cts................

$0.0148.56$

6.65
0.28

»5.80

V.1-93
1.90

$0.027

0.041

16.51
25.07

$Total materials ..............
Total labor and materials

*
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of this pipe wasThe reason given for giving up the use
—-*• ioirFacing (1:1:3 Graeulithic) :

Labor .......................................
Materials :

10 bbls. cement at $i-32
Cartage .....................................
6% tons granolith at $3-5°
Cartage .....................................
3 cu. yds. sand at 95 cts.

$0.0:6$ 10.00
care necessary 
water hammer, which is liable to cause breaks.

On July 4th, 1879, lightning caused the destruction of 
of 6-inch pipe, cast-iron being substituted at a cost 

12th, 1883, lightning again caused a small 
cost of $20. August 3rd, 1889, 

destroyed, and on August 12th,

13.20 
0-59 

21.95 
5' 57

300 feet 
of $263. July 
leak, and it was repaired at a 

feet of 4-inch pipe
feet of 6-inch pipe was destroyed by lightning.

for 1895, contains reference to 
with the cement-lined pipe, and 

the electric car tracks 
rendered practi-

2.85 was32
1891, 1,070

The Waltham report 
electrolysis in connection

that several pieces dug up 
badly pitted, and that the pipe was

$0.073
0.089

44.16
54.16Total materials

Total labor and materials
nearFoundation :

yds. 4-in. concrete at 59-2 cts
states 
were 
cally worthless

$0.121
*0.335

73-47
203.45124.1

Grand total curb and gutter
Cost ofHeader. No. of

leaks in Total repairs
cement-lined

Cost
per

mile.

$1.583 Cost4-75 onYear.Labor
Materials :

75 setts at 
1 cu.
2% bbls. cement at $i-32
Cartage ...........................
2%. tons stone at $1.29 
Cartage ...........................

percement- No. of 
lined leaks, 
pipe.

mile.5.06$ pipe.
0-95yd. sand at 95 cts. $11 60 

12 25 
2 25 

20 po

$17 84
16 33

3-30
0.14

$ 232 00 
245 00 
45 00 

400 00 
154 00 
179 00 

1,092 00

1S83 13
151884 7 502.90

0.96 61885 57 15 
30 80 
22 38 
29 52

121886 7 7 701251887$4.436
6.019

8 95$ 13.31 
18.07

8 10Total materials ..............
Total labor and materials

1888 54 60
41371891

Miscellaneous Expenses. $16 76$25 79$ 353 3019. i54.65
25.21
25.21

$ Average 13
Foreman 
Office expenses
Tools ..........
134 bbls. water 
Cleaning up

miles ofabout twentyDuring this period there 
cement-lined pipe in the system

The large number of leaks noted m 9

of cast-iron for the old cement-lined pipe.

of the outlying streets

were

5-36 partlyfor cement at 4 cts..........
30.48

due to the 
in the city.$ 140.91

Total ..................
Mise, charges per sq. 
Mise, charges per lin.

*To these amounts 
charges as given.

$0.17 
0.03

be added miscellaneous

yd. pavement.... 
ft. curb and gutter

there are to
substitution

three miles
ictrirt the remainder through one

and sand before being placed.
about 50 pounds

CEMENT-LINED PIPE-WITHAN EXPERIENCE nections. The
phaltum and rolled in cement _
The lower end of the main is un, LeonardIn recent paper 

of Boston, cites 
Mass., in the use 
abandoned, was 
interesting results as

the experience^ ^ which, though now 

enough to present some very
pressure.

has been noof ceme arrr rLfir*.
of its existence.

0__U,, two io-inch pipes, approxi-Concord. Md.s■<£ jn ye„ „74,
■'* mlleS t in i8R, Both pipes are still in active
second m,h,y„r,883pJ"hj;,Ut.l= ™»ble from

is aproximately 40

in use long
here presented.

Waltham had a Populatl°" ^he^maffis being cement- 
works were constructed m ^87 ^ ^ pipe was practi-

lined pipe^ In 18 7 g.nce that time substitutions have been 
cally abandon*^ £* time there is left only about one
made until at the P there were about twenty miles
mile of cement Pipe. ^ ,88^ size from 4 inches to :6 
of cement-lined pip i

trouble to 
yearsWater-

mately 2 >5
and the
service, and have given

The maximum static pressureleakage.
pounds.

inches. YORK AND PARIS.NEWOF SUBWAYS,COST Paris Subway.
Per

mile of 
single track, cost. 
$1,000,000 

676,000 
324,000

New York Subway.
. , per mile Per cent.
Amou . mile of of total

single track.

Per cent, 
of totalAmount.

cost.
100$62,252,000 

69.8 42,100,000 
30.2 20,152,000

100$1,432,000
999,ooo
433,000

61,338,000
26,600,000

$87,938,000

67.6
Total cost of construction ■ 
Total cost of equipment . . • 
Total cost of subway :

32-4

and equipment
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Air pumps are always of the reciprocating type and are 
usually vertical in action, even when worked by horizontal 
engines, as this type is found to be more efficient than the 
horizontal, which is usually of the double acting solid piston 
variety. A pump of this type is shown in Fig. i, working 
with a jet condenser, the whole being of very simple design 
and construction. C is the condensing chamber and SS are 
the suction valves and DD the discharge valves, there being 
two of each of the indiarubber type. The air pump, AP, is 
fitted with a gunmetal liner, in which works the solid piston 
fitted with two rings of hemp packing. The next figure 
(No. 2) shows a vertical single acting bucket pump arranged 
for working from the L.P. crosshead of a marine engine.

The action is as follows : — On the up stroke of the 
bucket, B, a vacuum is formed in the pump chamber, C, 
causing the air and water to flow in through the foot valves, 
F, owing to the higher pressure in the condenser. On the 
down stroke the air and water are forced through the bucket 
valves, A, until the bottom of the stroke is reached, when 
the cycle is repeated and the contents of the pump discharged 
through the head valves into the hotwell ; at the same time a 
fresh charge is drawn in as at first explained.

J5\ysv
tnr7Tto ~5

o

HPGpED-—4P&1a

Mention must next be made of the “Edwards Patent Air 
Pump,” its distinctive feature being the absence of foot and 
bucket valves, head valves only being required. The pump 
is of the vertical single acting type, and the water flows by 
gravity from the condenser into the base of the pump, then on 
the down stroke of the bucket the water is projected silentlv 
through the ports in the pump barrel into the chamber above 
the bucket.
bucket in rising closes the ports and discharges the air and 
water through the head valves. It will also be noticed that 
as soon as the ports are open there are clear air inlets, the 
water following immediately afterwards has the slight effect 
of an injector and so carries in more air than would other 
wise be the case, thereby slightly increasing the vacuum.

Another point that contributes to the high efficiency of 
this pump is that top clearance is reduced to a minimum. 
This is obviously very important, for before any air pump 
can discharge, the pressure in the pump must be greater , 
than that of the atmosphere, and consequently all air re
maining in the pump is compressed. Now when the bucket 
descends the pressure is reduced and the air in the clearaece 
water is given off and expanding occupies space which should 
really be available for a fresh supply from the condenser

The up stroke is now commenced and the

THE FUNCTION OF THE AIR AND CIRCU
LATING PUMPS.

Walter Smith*

Of recent years engineers have evinced considerable in
terest in the improvement of the design and efficiency of the 
condensing plant. This may be attributed to the advent of 
the steam turbine and the very high vacuum required to ob
tain economical running with this type of plant. Another 
reason for this improvement is' the more general adoption of 
condensing apparatus which nowadays is becoming more and 
more necessary and in some cases absolutely essential, as, 
for instance, in many modern power stations. These sta
tions for many reasons are situated a considerable distance 
away from the towns which they supply and they conse
quently have a very limited supply of fresh water for boiler 
feeding purposes, in which case a condensing plant is in
stalled, the amount of water then required being only that 
lost by leakage and other sources of waste, 
a plentiful supply of water is available it seems that engin
eers are beginning" to look upon the condensing plant more 
in the light of a necessity than as a refinement or an addi
tional complication. Of course in considering the relation 
between condensing plant and locality the ease of obtaining 
the necessary circulating water has to be borne in mind, 
but there are so many various types of condensers, some of 
which require but a small amount of water per lb. of steam 
per hour that when used in conjunction with a cooliing tower 
there should be little difficulty in obtaining suitable appar
atus for almost any particular case.

With this cursory glance at the present aspect of the 
condensing plant we must leave the condenser out of the 
question and confine our remarks to the air and circulating 
pumps.

But even when

As the name suggests the air pump is used for exhaus
ting the air from the condenser, but this is not its only func
tion, for it also pumps out the condensed steam and water 
vapour. In the jet condenser, which is now almost obsolete, 
it not only pumped out the water condensed from the steam, 
but also the injection water. This placed the air pump of 
that time at a considerable disadvantage in places where 
pure and soft water was not available for use as injection, as, 
for instance, in marine work, where the boiler feed was 
taken from the hotwell. This water was practically as salt 
as the sea water which was used for injection, the sea water 
and the exhaust steam being in the proportion of about 30 
to 1 weight. This, to a great extent prevented the use of 
boiler pressures much above 30 lb., and it was also necessary 
to periodically blow off a portion of the denser water in the 
boiler so that it could be supplied with a fresh supply of sea 
water and so prevent the water in the boiler becoming sat
urated.

With the introduction of mild steel plates and improved 
methods of construction, higher boiler pressures became 
general, and the question of using fresh instead of salt 
water became a serious one. This led to the introduction 
of the surface condenser, the great advantage of which 
consists in its providing feed water free from salt in solution. 
This is effected by keeping the cooling water and exhaust 
steam entirely separate, but even with surface condensers 

' air pumps are necessary, but they may be made much smal
ler than would be the case with a jet condenser of the same 
capacity, as a considerable amount of air is brought in with 
the injection water.

^Institute of Marine Engineers Ritchie Award Prize
Essay.
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This pump works in conjunction with the ordinary u 
the suction side of which a large air vessel is fitted ; 

the Dry Air Pump being taken from the top 
special valve which 

reach the “Dry Air 
runs

But efficient as is the Edwards pump there has, during
tendency to fit very ela- 

This is
pump, on 
the suction of
of this air vessel, and is fitted with a 
ensures that air and vapour only may 
Pump ” Under ordinary conditions the Dry Air Pump 
at normal speed, but should difficulty be found in maintain
ing the vacuum owing to a leak or other contingent reason 
the speed is increased until the original vacuum is obtained 
A small quantity of fresh water is kept circulating m the 

for cooling purposes. The Vacuum Augmenter

the last few months, sprung up a

to rprn^y.r
Set r”^rStoLy reXbefore the Insti
tution of Civfl Engineers the increase in efficiency was given 

as follows :—
“On a test of a 1,500 kilowatt turbine Plant at 

the normal output, the effectci' “ by about

4# Per cent., at 28 inches by £ 
per cent., and between 28 inches and 29 inches by 6 to 7 per 

is thereby seen
«■«*> *» «■>« ■"*" tnrFSCT°wtnh%“re”:»,s-.he

is shown triple-expansion engine,
eombmed indicator cards ot g Now if we were to
working with a vacuum of 25 menés.

pump

to be much more es- 
ThisA good vacuumcent.

;

§
j

? FlC 3

and the condenser and con
tracted portion of 

of the condenser to a 
the condenser and 
reducing the air to

connected between the air pump 
sists of a small steam jet placed in the 
a pipe which leads from the bottom 
cooler. The jet draws the water from 
through the cooler to the air pump, so 
a very small amount.

Before dosing the subject of air pumps 
„ mention one or two of the different types

o-eneral use. At one time vulcanized

nowaday, although often «“1 mdiarubb ^ ^

valves, the best known 
being the Kinghorn, 

These

con

discharge

it is necessary 
of valves in

WAD q 
VALVE

a
more or

Bucket
Valve

But
Foot Valve

V type
shown in Fig. 4*

made of thin 
aboutvalves are

StiCTlOM bronze 
to 1/16 inch thick,

phosphor
1/32
there being three plates to 

on top
• the case of the reciprocating engine 

increase the vacuum i obtained from the steam is
to ,8 inches the exUa polüo„ ,h= diagram
represented by the ar a vertically, while in the case
marked R honzont^ Y ^ of vaCuum from 25 inches to 28

would be obtained equal

Fig. 4.
of the othqr, of gradually decreasing diameters, 
made to fit loosely on the guide spmffie so a bottom
free to rise and fall, and it will be notced that 
plates have holes in them about 3MJo » 
there usually being three to four » ^ „„ ,hei,
ferent radii; fhis *^‘«0 « h» wonld otherwise be

* «„.,«=-»
, „ the Beldam and which consists of a currugated
S,r»M= ‘Ln,‘ /-6 inch tbiek with , valve guard com,

each valve, and one
They are 

to be perfectly

of the turbine an
inches would mean that extra^ Qf the diagram
to the, area of the strip o izontally or in other words
marked dp as be ore u T which will be seen to be

R portion produced 10 the re_
a much more considerable portion than in 
ciprocating engine.

To maintain this high vaC““I“hetb?pry Air pump 
duced two new appliances namely q{ ^ ,<Dry Air

“Vacuum Augmente ■ vacuum as to main
te11 t0 °b “fua,ly the condensers, pipes, 

is alwï the liability of air leakage
15 loss of power, therefore an air

high speed and dealing 
considered to be necessary,

the dp x

have been intro- 
” and ponding in shape.

t circulating pump, Fig. 5, which ineil! rfTdlJo or single

man the centrifugal pump. If the piston type of pump 
usually forms ; part of the mam engine, being 

of levers from the L.P. crosshead ; but in 
it then being of the direct- 

are always

the
Pump” is not so

matter how type or 
is fitted it

tain it, as no
erected thereetc., are

which would at once meancomparatively
driven by means 
a. few cases 
acting steam-driven type.

it is independent,running at a Centrifugal pumpspump
with a large volumetric area was

have the Dry Air Pumps.and so we



direct coupled to a high speed steam engine. The indepen- There are two bearings, one at either end fitted with lignum 
dent circulating pump has many advantages over the vitae bushes which are lubricated by the water. At the end 
main engine driven type, for instance, when the main en- of the outside bearing there is fitted a brass cap, the impel- 
gines are stopped the independent pump may be kept going , 1er shaft not passing right through. This ensures water 
and so keep the condensers cool. tightness. The inside bearing is, however, more complica-

In many cases where the pump is worked off the main ted, as in this case the shaft passes right through ; it is 
engines it has been found necessary to arrange connections therefore necessary to fit the bearing with a gland and stuf

fing box, sometimes a gunmetal bush is fitted inside thefrom one of the independent auxiliary pumps to the conden
ser for circulating when the ship is stopped. Another ad
vantage of the independent type is that when fitted with a 
bilge suction, which is usually the case, they can be used to 
pump out the ship in case of emergency. The reciprocating 
type of pump may be either single or double acting, and the 
stroke is usually about one half that of the main engines.

gland to take the wear.
This bush is split to allow of renewal without taking out 

the shaft. The casing is made either of cast iron or gun
metal, being divided at the centre to admit of fitting the im
peller.

The pump, to work efficiently, must not contain any air, 
as this seriously interferes with its working ; therefore they 
are always fitted with an air cock at the top of the casing 
which is connected to a condenser or air pujnp chamber so 
that they may be exhausted at starting. When there is no 
air pump or condenser available from which to obtain the 
necessary vacuum, a small ejector is fitted on the top of the 

and connected to the steam valve of the driving en-

The suction and delivery valves are of the same type as 
used in air pumps, being either of rubber or metal. Thé 
plunger is made solid and is nowadays fitted with water 
grooves in preference to hemp packing.

The work that the circulating pump is called upon to 
do is very light, there being usually no lift, as the discharge 
is almost always under water, so that we have only the fric
tion of the pipes and the work required to keep the water in 

Under such conditions the centrifugal pump is

pump
gine. Then by simply turning on the steam we can easily 
exhaust the pump of any air it may contain.

For land installations the air and circulating pumps aremotion.
found to work admirably, it being specially adapted to deal often cast together in the form of an oblong box, there some

times being as many as three air pumps and one circulating 
pump in the same casting. This conduces to rigidity and 
compactness. Another point noticeable in modern designs 
is that the electric motor is becoming the favorite method of 
driving these plants where current is available. In conclu
sion we think that as far as efficiency is concerned the pre
sent day air pump leaves very little room for improvement, 
as I have to-day had the pleasure of seeing an Edward’s 
double acting air pump working at a vacuum of 29.5 inches 
of mercury by the mercury gauge, the barometer at the time 
standing at 29.8 inches.

v
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT BRICK.
Fig. 5. (Continued from Page 662.)

with large volumes at small lifts. It has no valves and con
sequently there can never be dangerous strains put on the

In the tests, some peculiar phenomena were noticed. 
The best test on a 3 to 1 brick shows 5,460 lbs. per sq. in. 

pumps or pipes, for should the discharge inadvertently be- The best on a hard-burned “body” clay brick showed 5,470 
come blocked, the impeller would simply churn the water.
With such points as these to recommend it we cannot won
der that it is rapidly gaining favor on both land and sea.

The average on the clay brick was 5,120lbs. per sq. in. 
lbs., or slightly less than that for the average cement brick
at nine months.

Two bricks made at the same time, from the same stock, 
For instance, two bricks (3 to 1)

The pump is very simple, consisting as it does of an 
impeller mounted on a shaft which is directly coupled to show varving results, 
the shaft of the engine or motor from which it obtains its 275 days old; first crack at 155,200 lbs. and ultimate strength 
power. This impeller works inside a casing of gradually 155,200 lbs., first crack at 169,000 lbs. and ultimate strength 
increasing area in the direction of rotation. In this casing 174,000 lbs. Compare that with the clay bricks; first crack
are cast the suction and discharge branches. The water at 94,000 lbs., and ultimate strength 162,000 lbs. ; first crack 
enters the impeller at the centre, either from one or both at 101,000 lbs., and ultimate strength 150,000 lbs. Average 
sides, the latter being almost always the case. Should, how- results show the first crack to be at 0.974 Per cent, of the 

the water enter from one side only, it sets up an un- ultimate strength for 3 to 1 cement brick, 0.96 per cent, forever,
balanced axial thrust on the wheel, which must then be 4 to 1 brick, and 0.943 per cent, for 5 to 1 cement brick ; and
taken up by means of thrust collars. The impeller is made 0.625 per cent, for clay brick. The lowest percentage shown
of brass or gunmetal to resist the action of the water, and fn any cement brick was 0.876 per cent, 
consists of two side plates, tapering from the centre to the 
extreme radius, between which runs a central rib to guide common 
the water into the vanes which are cast between the side brick, 9,400 to 9,800 per day; (3) 2-in. radius brick for in
plates and extend from the boss to the circumference. side jambs, 8,400 to 8,800 per day; (4) outside corner brick

(face and one end waterproofed), 8,000 to 8,400 per day;

(1)Six kinds of cement brick were made and used :
brick, output 13,500 to 14,000 per day; (2) face

These vanes are curved away from the centre in the op
posite direction to rotation and are designed so that the (5) headers, with one end faced, for arches and header 
water enters the impeller with the least shock. The shaft courses, 9,000 to 9,400 per day; (6) white brick (faced with 
on which the impeller is mounted is made of gunmetal or white cement for interior of the engine room), output the 
steel cased with gunmetal, the impeller being keyed on. same as for the face brick.
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line will be used to indicate forces acting against the 
noint due to members in compression ; a light line in i- 
Si acting awa, from the point, dne to tension
catm” „ iîne being used to represent forcesSÏÏiïîJSJ"elth* whether the, ac, 

against or away from the point being considered.

T. R. Loudon, B.A.Sc.
with the Copyright Act.)(Registered in Accordance

in the issue 
It is as-This series of problems began 

for the week, October 22nd, i9°9- 
sumed that the reader either has an elementary 
knowledge of the subject of Statics or is in 
position to read some text on such theory.

ns. ?. is *e *.£01 Diagrmnta

CE acts awa, torn the po,» amt «he fora te„sionS and 
the point. The member CE as, them . ^ ^ ^
the abutment reaction LA acts uF
expected. _ Polygon for the forces acting

ment reaction BF 
member FD is in tension.
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IN APPLIED STATICS.PROBLEMS
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Fig 92Fg.9i.
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Fig. 95.

Referring to Statical Diagram (Fig-J^j°by Ihc
• 4- apt- it is seen that the force AC exerteu ^ point ACL, it ‘s seen t the point, and is

compression member AC a«s 6 exerted by the
necessarily equal but opposi e . evident, then,

member at the pomt ABDC. H » the

.s z
w™ f°™Itafr m°te Evident that the force EA, being a 
vertical force, the line EA (Fig. 95) represent,ng it w, 
coincide with the line AB. . DBF

Considering the forces ^ heavy
(Statical Diagram, Fig. 93) > (Fig. 93).

> s

-F

JB
F/g.93Fig. 34.

of the Stress Diagram
: It will be primarily assumed 

in the member CD 
for this

same
Stress Diagram.

The construction
(Fig 82) is as follows : 

that the reader has fonnd.the^tness ^
by the 1'eth-0dtharthe1 construction necessary to find the 
assumption is th :u not pt ;n harmoniously
stress in the mem eronstruction of the Stress Diagram, 
with the subsequen - ABDC of the truss (Fig. 82), 

Considering t e p (dotted line), BD (dotted
.. „ seen that «?=. lmenS.A,'“ a'vector Polygon for the
S,aanlCgAaS '&

lines composing 
to follow, a heavy

for the

truss

by the
indicated in Statica - 
r„»ApB.»f„g' sens'e mathsonjhe 

this last polygon, and any p >T
course,
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ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.seating the direction of the unknown force FD, inter
secting the double line at F, the Vector Polygon for the 
forces being considered is completed. This polygon 
should read DB, BF, and FD. (Compare with Fig. 94).

From a consideration of the point DFEC, it is seen 
that the lines CD, DF, FE, and EC, already constructed 
in Fig. 95, form a Vector Polygon for the set of forces 
acting at this point.

Simultaneous Use of Equations 2X = 0 and SY = 0.
In the work previous to this, it has always been 

possible to determine the unknown forces of a set, one 
at a time, by the independent use of either the equations 
2X = o or SY = o. In the case that will be taken up 
next, and in many other cases, it is only possible to 
arrive at results by the simultaneous use of the two 
equations SX = o and SY = o, and in such cases certain 
precautions must be observed.
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MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS.—President, George McPhillips ; 
Secretary-Treasurer, C. G. Chataway, Winnipeg, Man.

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX.—President, S. 
Fenn ; Secretary, J. Lome Allan, 15 Victoria Road, Halifax, N.S.

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION—President, 
W. H. Pugsley, Richmond Hill, Ont. ; Secretary, J. E. Farewell, Whitby, 
Ont.

/ana /aao
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Union Station. Meets

A A
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Fig. 96.
• The roof truss (Fig. 96) is known as a German 

Truss. This form of structure is obsolete as far as prac
tice is concerned, but is taken up because it serves very 
well the purpose of illustrating the point under dis
cussion.

FRAZIL.—(Continued from page 666).

At all of the plants above mentioned the racks or 
screens are kept free of ice by electric motor-driven rakes, 
and at present none of them is supplied with heat. Mr. John 
Murphy,* under whose advice the heating schemes were 
installed, recommends that the racks be submerged or other
wise protected from the atmosphere, and contends that then 
only a small amount of heat is necessary to keep ice from 
clinging to the racks. The operators of the plants, however, 

% think that the electro-mechanical rakes afford sufficient pro
tection and do not employ heat at the racks.

The coming winter’s experience will add another in
teresting chapter to the subject of protecting Canadian 
hydraulic power plants from ice troubles.

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION.—President, Louis 
Bolton ; Secretary, Killaly Gamble, 703 Temple Building, Toronto.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA.—President, A. 
F. Dunlop, R.C.A., Montreal, Que. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, 5 
Beaver Hall Sqtiare, Montreal, Que.

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB.—President, Grant Hall; Secre
tary, W. H. Rosevear, 199 Chestnut Street, Winnipeg, Man. Second Mon
day, except June, July and August, at Winnipeg.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (TORONTO 

BRANCH).—W. H. Eisenbeis, Secretary, 1207 Traders' Bank Building.
AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION.- 

President, John P. Canty, Fitchburg, Mass. ; Secretary, T. F. Pattersoi), 
Boston & Maine Railway, Concord, N.H.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE OF 
WAY ASSOCIATION.—President, Wm. McNab, G.T.R., Montreal, Que. ; 
Secretary, E. H. Fritch, 962-3 Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111. »

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—Secretary, C. W. 
Hunt, 220 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. First and third Wednesday? 
except July and August, at New York.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ENGINEERING-CONTRACTORS.—Presi
dent, George W. Jackson, contractor, Chicago ; Secretary, Daniel J. Hauer, 
Park Row Bui’ding, New York.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.—29 West 39th 
Street, New York. President, Jesse M. Smith ; Secretary, Calvin W. Rice.

WESTERN SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.—1735 Monadnock Block, 
Chicago, 111. Andrew Allen, President ; J. H. Warder, Secretary.

* The Canadian Engineer have in pamphlet form Mr. 
Murphy’s article on “Ice Troubles in Hydraulic Power 
Work.”
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of this condition would be considered, to say the least, very
by the b.t.u. method.THE PURCHASE OF COAL short-sighted.

In order to get at the real significance and consequences 
of putting this into practical operation generally, a much 
more comprehensive study of the question must be given.

In order to discuss the subject properly, we should first 
get clearly in mind the meaning of the term B.t.u. and the 
method of determination, in order that we can arrive at a 

what would be the best method of 
might have before us

By Samuel A. Taylor.*

In these days, when conservation in all things seems to 
be the watchword of the leaders of our nation, the question 
of purchasing coal by the British thermal unit method jias 

attracting the attention of large consume j’
This method has attained considerable prominence 

because a superficial knowledge of the conation under 
which coal is consumed will bring to the mind “n
sumer the question of economy by using a coal J
the highest number of B.t.u. per pound of ^’^GoV 
figure out this economy by the simple rule of

• For illustration, we will assume that the consumer 
coal at the mine containing

add the cost of

been logical conclusion as to 
practical procedure in any 
for consideration.

The B.t.u. is defined as being that amount of hea 
which is necessary to raise one pound of water from the 
temperature of 32 deg. to 33 deg. Fahrenheit. It is, how
ever, not practised exactly as stated. In some cases it is 
from 59 to 60 deg., but is usually determined at the tem
perature of .03 to 104 deg. F„ which corresponds to the 
French practice in the metric system of 40 deg. of the Centi-

case we

will

figure that if he can buy a 
B.t.u. for $1.30 per ton, to which he must

: of consumption, plus the 
will assume is the same as on 

simple calculation for 
him at the rate of one

to the placefreighting the same 
cost of handling—which we 
a higher B.t.u. coal—it becomes a

that his coal is costing rure
the mine ; and if he can secure

the mine at this rate per 100 
this rate of one cent

grade scale.
The method of 

practised is by use
certain quantity of fuel to be tested in an

complete combustion by the use of 
known quantity

determining heat units now generally 
bomb calorimeter, in which is 

air-tight
of the

him to see
cent for every 100 B.t.u. at 
other coal at the same price at 
B.t.u. it is economy for him to pay 

of the X3,ooo

placed a
crucible and burned to
oxygen, the crucible being immersed in a 
of water at a temperature determined before and after the 
burling takes place. The change of temperature, the quan
tify of water and the amount of fuel being determined it 
is a mere matter of calculation to ascertain the heat unit.

contained in the fuel tested.
Physicists and chemists are 

to the details of operation of the various calorimeters a 
the temperature at which the experiments should 

other matters pertaining thereto, 
number of

B.t.u. in the common
B.t.u. in excessper 100

•r&Ewn* _
^ » . Jf#*»

. 'A Produce.
I 'll! ml1 I 111 all itlipl !

BffilifBiilP

IBIBp
1IIIS1

1* m

somewhat at variance as11I! 1 i 1H I! îids; ;; : i: 1 well as
be conducted, and some

this diversity of opinion, there are a 
for determining the B.t.u. in any

Iti|
11 !!; If so that, by 

formulas given 
on chemical analyses of the coal.

commonly used by the French 
follows :—

fuel basedfrf !!!
mIÎ Li:!i 1Ml ii :Him11 is known as theEl The one

“Dulorig” formula, and is as t
8080 C+34460 (H—i/8 Ol+azso S-Calone»xi.8-B.t.u

The, there is a formula which is used <,««= =»=«"=£ 
of the chemists, known as the

iillüsin , .1
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1111 ISfW1 SilllliP111 ■ I
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i IHitut and practised by 

“Mahler,” as follows:—
8140 C+34500H —3000
Third, a simplified formula of Mahler, ^

some
ill1 (Q+N) = Calories xi.8 = B.t.u.

” which is:— 

be accurate for

m y
i:ii Ü

$ an; 20050 C + 67500 H 54°°
For this last formula it is claimed to 

coal, and fairly accurate for wood and 01. by
In all of these formulae C - the can) 

weiEh,, H the hydrogen weighr, „d N
P'eSSLg«:»*«' b, weight -, ail «,pressed decimally »

" ^“der”» shot the “ge of «""M

various methods, I will Toting Ppiant. whicti gives
States Geological Survey ‘ Pennsylvania No. 10,

* *
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il:i is: fflB ■IIi*
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i19 ' HIHIi ?EllI : '

ii iiiI1
' l‘i*l in order to show 

which is as follows:—É si 77.14*
Diagram NO. 2. Carbon............

Hydrogen . ■ •
Oxygen : -----
Nitrogen . ■ •
Sulphur . • • •
Ash ................... ............................ 13,997
Bv taking this'same analysis! and figuring the B.t.u. by

the Dulong formula, we get 13,832 B.t.u. From the Mahler 
the Duiong and from the Mahler simplified

American 1 formula we get 3,9i _ ’
formula we get 13,583 B.t.u.

5.21
8.65

No. 1.Diagram
comparative power plant duty.

distribution of losses and 
engine and gas

No. x shows 
_ shows approximate 
thermal efficiency of steam

Diagram 
Diagram No. 2 
comparative 
producer and engine.

x-57 
1.26
6.17

rule he is very willing to do this, 
grades of coal, and as • question, the matter would
h«sLpt:.T,h"“„:m.b« would —

Goldfield meeting of
* Paper presented at 

Mining Congress.
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course, lead to such a complicated situation that it would be 
practically out of the question ; and without some equitable 

of adjusting all of these questions the whole scheme

From the foregoing statements it will be readily ascer
tained that, in order to avoid misunderstanding after a con- 

has been consummated and coal is being furnished 
thereunder, it should be definitely stated how the B.t.u. 
to be determined. Possibly the most satisfactory way at 
present would be by bomb calorimeter.

■ Another matter pertaining to this determination, which 
is also a subject of a great deal of controversy, is the ques
tion of sampling the coal to be tested. I am decidedly of 
opinion that the proper place to take these samples is in the 
mine, in order to get a fair test to the producer of the coal 
of the entire output of the mine; for, in the last analysis 
of the matter, the deductions, if any are to be made, must 
come off the producer, as will be shown later.

The ordinary method of taking small amounts of coal
fliriythÎcoal !n1hencaln Unleîs Tlrge Amount o^coaTÏ The United States Government has recently made public

fairly the coal in tne ca qamnle for test the result of purchasing coal under its own specifications in

Contract Fulfilment.

way
must fail of the results desired to be obtained.tract

are
Another question that is often raised is : Who should be 

the party to make these tests? It will always be unsatis
factory for the purchaser himself to make the tests, for, by 
so doing, he will always be subject to criticism, in case of 
the coal showing up as of lower quality than guaranteed, 
that the tests were unfair. Therefore, the necessity for some 

make these tests who would be employed jointlyperson to
by both parties to the contract, or having the tests made by 
some Government arbitrator, is essential, in order that any
thing like satisfactory relations may exist between the seller 
of the coal and the purchaser thereof.

Contract Basis.
. BrC _r

ti o■s d3I <u
5 Î15

« II »
+I< <<

$32.18i .84 — .028.00
8.00
6.25

4-75

14,130
14,190

12,543
*n,i55
*11,310

14,574
13,440
11,458

12,909
11,927
13,916
14,022
13,982

12,709
13,861
13,980
13,898

14,490
13,648
11,278

11,303
11,425
11,789
14,589

M,237
i4,37i
13,493
14,166

13,851

i,79i
1,318

862
6,242

2,250 $3

350- 3
1,500 5
G350 
8,000

14,200
14.200 

14,750 
13,770 
13,400 
13,400
14.700 
14,000

12.200 
13,466 

12,250 
14,000 

H,474 
14,315
12.299 

14,474
14.474 
14,100
13.700
14.500
12.500 
12,250 

12,250

11.475 
14,600 
14,600 

14,600

14.300 
14,300 
14,000

or both of the parties

6.43 .2153-40
613.82 213.40

11.55
11.30

5.67

5612-59
11.89

2
2

4924137.502
032,658

1,189

1,416

1,192

22.02
3.66

7.502500
.2039.075.00

4-36
33,000

1,400
1,850
1,600

t — -H
— .14

13.82 7-9738 . 4-45 310». 39 
9.99 

9-36

11.50
9.67
8.60

1
8.56 .1245503 — .02981 31-34450011 2.58 . 112,067

9,300
1,323
1,520

2,958
7,479

38.50 7-9331,050
2.500 

10,000
1,700
1.500
4.500
1,226

— .082.648-397.80 33 + .20 

— .15
46.80 4.21 

1.92 
3.06 
2.36

11.91 
9-63 

9-37 
9-34 
5-54

3
313.00

7.80
7.80

8.00
6.00
6.00

12.00
8.00
8.00
6.91

6.00
6.00
6.00
8.00

7-5°
10.00

4 . 1133
- .04 

+ .17
— .21

2
3

32.593742
4.15

I0.2Ô

6-54
8.ii

29.717212300
.253,396 213-35

15.65
624 2

.6220 . 4US24,700
250

1,200

21 — -39 
+ .09

413-341,201

395
6,267

1,124

422 9.28 

I-5i
9.61 4423 • 3. 124500

24 - — . 1033-59-5537,000
.0625 • 2.65 3276 ■79350026 . 2.38 — .2011.63 23,050

20,100
435027 - .032.52 

2.58
7.7023,000

15,000
28 . — .049.69 71540329 . ..

30 - • 3300
the two items which the Governmentforth in this bulletin, 

penalizes and# premiumizes are ash and B.t.u. It specifies 
a certain amount to be deducted or added from an agreed 
upon per cent, of ash, as the coal is found to contain more 
or less ash by analysis than a fixed standard, at an agreed 
upon price for each 1 per cent, of difference, and, likewise 
an amount to be added or deducted as the B.t.u. are in 

diminished above or under a fixed number of 
B.t.u. at an agreed upon price per hundred.

The result of some thirty different contracts is pub- 
table of the above bulletin, a copy of which is 

given herewith in order that we may be able to compare the 
results in a practical way as they obtain them by this method

always lead to dissatisfaction to one
interested. , „

In addition to the question of taking the sample on the
car at destination, unless the coal is shipped in closed cars, 
the coal will lose some of its volatile hydrocarbons and take 
up moisture. Especially is this true in the case where trans
portation consumes a considerable period of time m reaching 
destination. It has recently been demonstrated by the 
United States Government that the additional oxygen taken 

transit materially reduces its B.t.u., which is 
that the producer of the coal should not 

which he has absolutely

creased or

up by coal in 
certainly a matter
t «*. “ -»-*

wirallv be the transportation company.

lished in a

of purchasing coal.This would, of
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price of coal would have to be increased, and that the basis 
of purchase must be that of the poorest grade of coal. The 
cost to produce this poorer coal, together with a fair margin 
of profit, must, of necessity, be the basis of calculation, for 
the reason that the poorer grade of coal cannot be mined 
unless the above condition is maintained ; and, if it should 
not be mined, the better grade of coal would naturally rise 
in price, and continue this upward trend until the prices 
would be equal to the cost of the cheaper grade of coal at 
such price as the producer thereof would be willing to sell 
it which, in the end, would have the effect of maintaining 
a’much increased cost of coal to the consumer over the pre
sent method of purchase.

To simplify this, let us put the matter in the form of 
an equation. Assume, for instance, that the price of coal 
delivered at some point, say, Cincinnati, would be $3 per 
ton on whatever specifications might be agreed upon. In 
the making up to this price of $3 we will place as the firs 
member of the equation the cost to the consumer ; we will 
nla« as second member the cost of production at the mine,
" per .0», plus » ave„g, « ■ ■«. ■«£>“

J . r ratP from the mine to the point ofper ton, plus a freight rate> from charge
consumption of, say, $1.5° Per ton’ , cn „_tsthrough the office, yards, or wherever it may be, of 5ojent 

This equation, therefore, as written out, .

Baltimore Vintondale, Pa.
w Vintondale, Pa.
Pocahontas, New River or Georges Creek.

1—

2— Baltimore.
3— Boston,
4— Buffalo. Oak Ridge, Hillville, Pa.
5— Chicago. Pawnee-Himrod, 111.
6— Chicago. Pawnee-Himrod, 111.
7— Cincinnati. New River Sewell coal.
8— Detroit. Kanawha, Oakland, W. a. 
q—Louisville. St. Charles and Fox Run, Ky.
10— Milwaukee. Youghiogheny screened, Pa.
11— Minneapolis. Ziegler, No. 1,
12— New Orleans. Pratt City, Ala.
I3_New York. Acme, Hawk Run, Pa.
14—New York. Delta, Spangler, Pa.
,5-Omaha. Fleming, run-of-mine, Kan.
16— Philadelphia. Acme, Hawk Run, I a.
17— Philadelphia. Acme, Hawk Run, Pa_
18— Philadelphia. Irvona, run-of-mme Clearfield, •
19— Philadelphia. Run-of-mme, Clearfield, P •
20— Philadelphia, imperial, run of mine.

Staunton lump, Ill- say,
21— St. Louis.
22— St. Paul. Ziegler No. 1, 111-
23— St. Paul. Ziegler No. 1, IP-
24— Toledo. Milton, Jackson lump, O-
25— Washington. Sugar Loaf, Twin Rocks, Pa
26— Washington. Sugar Loaf, Twm Rocks, £ •

' Irvona ^un-of-mine, Clearfield, Pa.
28 Washington. Hvona^ ^ Md.

Orenda, run-of-mine, Somerset, .Pa.
table it will be noted that only 
contracts have premiums been

per ton. Hand
ling.Sales Produc

tion. Profit. Freight.
cents + $1.50 + 50 cents.

price.
$3.00 = 90 cents + 10 

This equation is normal, and, so long as all the actors 
entering into the selling price of coal are maintained, it still 
remains normal; but let us consider the change resul g 

the B.t.u. method of purchase. . .

very great range in amounts, and, consequently, by a 
”mb.r of changes, in the price. Therefore »« «

.hat function in the other members of the equation
be changed in order to ods.t this

to still maintain the normality of the equa 
find that the freight rate and 

be changed ; there- 
eliminated

29— Washington
30— Washington 
From an analysis of the

in four cases out of the thirty __
paid on the purchase of coal viz :

No 2 paid a premium ot s cents pc 
No is paid a premium of 20 cents per ton.
No 19 paid a premium of 17 cents per on.
No. 2^aid a premium of^ Per Um.tstoa

of No. 22 ; and only in one 
remained equal to the con

front

maxi-
from aThe others range

of 62 cents in the case 
has the price

must in-mum
in the thirtycase 

tract price. quire
canit willFrom a stuJafat'kasfone^r mor^th^things will

^2 resul^of'this1 method of purchasing coal should it

come int° ^nde€rfae1atProafCtthe principles of conservation.
The detear ^ of coal to thc consumer.

and installation of new

member so as
tion, and, on investigation, we 
the handling charges practically

factors of the second member are
cannot

fore, these two
from consider duction at the mines, if susc«p‘^e
of anylhtge at all is so small

awitdh the introduction of new factors in the method and costs 

of production, may be increased can be
" r^unctio/in this second

namely, the profit; and, as this 
as the amount

1 st.—
2nd.—'The increased 
3rd.—The introduction

of using coal of various gra ^ servation of the coal for
In thC firS;. Car*wtich has been strenuously advocated 

future generation as well as by various public-
by officials of the employ of the Government,
spirited citizens »utS1dd.er€5ythoeppeJe Ly to that which has

win be aff.eCte ’nf the conservationists ; for the reason that, 
been the desire hasi Coal were to become generally
if this method of pur, fquality of COal could success-
practised, only the 8 competition at a profit to

e-«y -««' ,he T'Zt U "=«" **•the,he producer ; or. ,« in c.s. o
of coal would eit probably one-half of
much of the PittsbUrgn !Tave to be wasted. As the same 
the coal m the vein wo of other seams of coal, the
conditions will exist in wasting of a great quantity
inevitable result would be present produced and

coal from these seams a in the end, any
and might, therefore, ov ^ .^ed by this system.

.....  which might tempora tbe consumer, if
* *™era‘ ge,me a

methods

made must 
member of the equation,
profit is fixed at a nominal amount, as soon
of deduction mentioned in the first member^ bec*mes a 
exceeds the amount a owe ^ while it is quite

Hkely5 that the contract would be drawn sufficiently rigid to 
hold'the Producer to the tarts^ TctLct

had sufficient capital back am0unt which would
°r hiShlbs°kssTethe"contract w'ould likely be fulfilled; but, in 

whether he had the capital or not, if he wou 
contract it would only be fair to assume that he

character without

cover
any event 
lose on thisof the

used,
benefits

into another of the samewould not enter any possibility of lossprice sufficient to overcome

this
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From an examination of the chart, it will be seen whereby reason of his coal not coming up to the specifications in 
ash and B.t.u. ; for it will be accepted without controversy the loss occurs, and the per cent, of loss at the various 
that no company can or will continue to operate at a loss 
for any considerable period of time, and that whatever is 
purchased must be paid for by somebody.

The argument in favor of this method, however, is that 
it makes the producer much more careful in preparing his 
coal, and, therefore, being better prepared, it contains less 
Slate and other objectionable material which go to make 
ash, and he will be more careful to maintain it in good con
dition. This, from a theoretical viewpoint, is largely true, 
but at the majority of mines, under present labor condi
tions, it is almost impossible for the producer to improve 
much on his production without a very material increase to 
present cost, which will again increase the first function of 

second member of the equation, and consequently require 
an addition to price in the first member of our equation.

It is,, therefore, quite evident that the practical end of 
this production, so far as ash is concerned, can be an in
creased cost of production somewhat improved, but the 
second feature of the specifications, which require a certain 
fixed number of B.t.u., is largely a chemical question, not 
one over which either operator nor miner has control, other 
than to reduce the amount of ash as much as possible.

It must, therefore, be readily seen, in order to continue 
on this basis of selling coal, that the first member of this 
equation must be raised sufficiently high to take care of the 
probable penalties which may be assessed against it by 

of the fact of the coal containing more ash or less

stages of application of the heat units in actual practice of
a stationary steam boiler and engine plant.

In the initial proceeding, that of the boiler plant, prac
tically 35 per cent, of the total heat is lost. This will at once 
call attention to the fact, as it exists in many plants, that 
three to four times more heat is lost than is actually secured 
by the steam engine, which will range from about 3 or 4 
per cent, in locomotives to about 12 to 15 per cent, in triple- 
expansion stationary engines.

By purchasing coal by the B.t.u. method, an economy 
of from % to J4 of 1 per cent, of the heat units is some
times obtained, while, with some care, and, possibly, ex
penditure, 5 to 12 per cent, of the heating value of the coal 
would be saved by doing away with some of the waste taking 
place in the boiler and engine plant, and when this fact is 
brought to the attention of the consumer it would make him 
think he had placed the cart before the horse, and himself 
in the penny-wise and pound-foolish class.

our

The saving in consumption of fuel in the gaseous state 
is about 50 per cent, of that required when used in the raw 
state. It may be interesting in this connection to observe 
that, for small units of about 50 horse-power, the gas-pro
ducer plant alone would require about the same space as 
the boiler plant for the same power, and would cost about 
the same as the boiler plant. I believe that in some cases 
it would be economy to dispose of the present method of 
generating power and install an entirely new plant.

In this connection it may be interesting to note that the 
Government Testing Station has conclusively shown that by 
this method of gasifying fuel a poor grade of coal will pro
duce more power when thus treated than a high grade of 
fuel used in the raw state. I might also state that there is 
a method of gasifying fuel and saving some of the by
products without serious diminution of the fuel value, and 
the by-product thus saved will amount to from $2 to $3 per 
ton of raw material used. Various methods of achieving 
economies might be enumerated which, I think, will amount 

very great deal more in actual money value, without

reason
B.t.u. than the contract calls for, and still allow the pro
ducer to have a fair margin of profit over and above the 
actual cost of production, and would be accomplished by 
making the standard for both ash and B.t.u. such as the 
lowest grade of coal within the competitive district would 
produce, together with a fair margin of profit for the pro
ducer of that coal, which, of course, would mean a much 
higher price for the better grades of coal. This would pro
bably be only fair to both consumer and ■ producer, but it 
will take time to have this consummated.

There is, to my mind, no other way out of this; it is 
inevitable. There must be a normal equation in the busi
ness of the country between the producer and the purchaser, 
although it may take some time to bring it about ; to do so 

financial wrecks by the business wayside,

to a
raising the price of the fuel, than that secured by purchasing 
by the B.t.u. method.

In conclusion, therefore, it is my opinion:—
First—That while the B.t.u. method of purchasing coal, 

so far as the purchaser is concerned, may temporarily prove 
a good thing, it will, in the end, result in his paying much 
more for his coal.

Second—That so far as it affects the conservation of

may leave some 
but it can have no other final solution than this.

In the third place, we are brought face to face with the 
practice of purchasing coal by thefact that the present 

B.t.u. method is the beginning or preparation for a course 
which will, in the end, probably result in real conservation 
of our fuels, notwithstanding that the present rapid advance 
of this method of purchasing coal, without apparent atten- 

other functions relating to the con- 
into the path of

fuel, it will prove a failure.
Third—That it is quite possible to so study the method 

and conditions under which fuel may be used as to effect a 
very great deal more economy to the purchaser, at the same 
time not destroying the stability of the business of the pro
ducer of coal, which is a condition very much to be desired, 

matter of fact, a necessity, and something which will 
obtain should the B.t.u. method of purchasing fuel come

tion being given to
sumption thereof, leads the consumer _
erroneous economy, which may be restored by returning to 
the due consideration (and what, to my mind, seems to be 
the most rational method of economy) of that fuel which 
will give the greatest results in actual practice by continuing 
the present methdds in use with some modifications, or by 

method of utilization which will, in the

as a 
not
into general practice.

Fourth—That where the B.t.u. method is used the agree
ment should state specifically the following :—

method of sampling the coal for testing, 
important item in connection with this

adopting some __ _ „ ,
end, give to the consumer the same required amount of work 

after due allowance is made for additional 
the cheaper grade

new

(a) The 
which is the most 
method.

for less money,
in the necessary preparation to usecost

of fuel economically.
I refer to a chart, appended hereto, data for which were

obtained from the “Westinghouse Diary,” showing approxi
mate distribution of losses and comparative thermal 
efficiency of steam engine and gas producer and engine, in 
order to more clearly set forth what I have in mind.

method of determining the B.t.u., preferably(b) The 
with the bomb calorimeter.

(c) The person who would make the tests, and, in case 
arbitrator, agreeable to all parties inof dispute, to have an

interested, named in the contract.any way
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and stock, quotationsrailway earnings
STOCK QUOTATIONS

MONTREALTORONTOEARNINGS 
Week of D ec. Week 

End's 
Dec 9

Sales 
_ , Week

^■9 te ,_____
- laii ms nsTTrelW >7& isu isi«

; ; '«Ist. prei. iosi. jrd pref. 50è, ordinary 204............... . ■ •
...... ; ; ; ! ; iôét' "ioàè i'ài' '211 216 2m|

ito 'ml 125} i258 292 1076 107g 1214 J24 12b 12»,

PricePnce 
Dec. 2 - Dec. 9

•09 '09
Price 

Dec. 10
Par

Value
PriceCapital in 

Thousands
Price Price 

Dec. 10 ! Dec. 2
Mileage
OperatedNAME OF COMPANY 08'0819081909 3105

~ 1781180 177$1,548.000
217.500
691,243

17,147
64.;06
68,850

1,905,000
321 300 
798,837 

32,279 
73,527 
75,500

3100*150,000

226,000 
(Gov- Road) 

18,000 
8,000 
6,000

8,920.6
3,180
3,536

334
138.3

Canadian Pacific Railway..........
Canadian Northern Railway. •
•Grand Trunk Railway................
T. & N. O........ ...............................
Montreal Street Railway ..........
Toronto Street Railway...............
Winnipeg Electric........................ -

* Ü48100
1116

100 1074 107 lu100 186166 185114 10070
noted on the London Stock Exchange.These price* are QCanadian Exchanges__ ;,* G.T.R. Stock is not listed on

Electrical Engineer, Mr. H. O. Fisk.
Kind of Road, Street Railway:
Length of Road, in miles :

Total in single miles, 5-1-
Character of Service :

Car equipment, 14 ; type, single truck borse_pQwer
Number of motors, 2 ; power o >
Method of controlling, K. 10. ,
Method of braking, Peacock and ordinary brak .
Gauge of track, 4 ft. 8J4 inches.
Weight of rails, 60 lbs.

electric railways.ONTARIO
_ , week we propose to give, on our page
From week to week P ticu]ars of the equip-

devoted to transportation ’ad<m regarding the rani
ment, mileage, and other officials. This
ways of Canada, together with ^« ist.
series of articles commenced in our issue
Previously Given :—

Brantford and Hamilton Rail
Chatham, Wallaceburg and Erie 
Cornwall Street Railway.
Guelph Radial ^Xfneler Railway.
Galt, Preston and Hespeier ^
London St. Railway. cault Ste. Marie.
SSrÆS? C«i E1.C Ry.,

Toronto i Vork Mal 
Windsor. Essex & Lake cnoie

EieetncRai^w London_

Power :
Direct current, 500 v.

ACCIDENTS FOR NOVEMBER.RAILWAY

Eighty-five
The record of fa.alMe,” Ca»hdi„ ^

the month of November was r 'pWo accidents which
than eighty-five persons ,be*ag fk ValK0UVer were responsible 
occurred in the neighborh , » bridge near Sapper-
for over fifty per cent, of the k lied. A^nog■ under.
ton, on the Great Northern Railway, wmcn q{ a
mined by a sudden flood, cobaPsJ anese track labor-
heavy work tram carrying a gang air the damage,

who had turned out at ffi3dn^ht j^^tragedy on the 
resulting in twenty or thirty dea‘bs; ;bster and Vancouver, 
electric railway bctweei1 New Wesnmnster ^ four„
caused by a runaway freight car, was 
teen

Killed, Thirty-five Injured.

Ottawa
Southwestern .
Toronto Street Railway.

TORONTO RAILWAYCATHARINES AND
NIAGARA, ST.

issue of No- 
were inti culars published in

the above company,
of the officials and the

our
Some of the par

26th, in reference to 
Below we give a revised list

or?vember 
correcjt.

b°

?,hi" EMechT»ic Willi»» Fay, Catharines, Oar. 
Master Mechanic. Ml|,hdl Toronto.
SeCreÀa3”»«=,«Àan, sobrrrhan or stree, railway.

Road, in miles:
in single miles, 50-

deaths. , r vr- nor injury, but re-Accidents causing neither loss of « and the right
S,1 oc^rin the Shb-od of ^

Qu'-

Calgary, Alta., CoatswortE
Passengers.

K. I. K.
Total.Others.Employees. I.T. K.Kind of 

Length of
Total

of Accident. K.T.Character 

Derailment
Trespassing ..........
Level crossing 
Adjusting couplings 
Couplings broke
Shunting ..................
Switching ................
Fell off cars. . ..........
Head-on collision 
Broken flange
AttlmptXto°bolrd moving train .... •

Totals, November 
Totals, October 
Totals, September 
Totals, August

36 736 7
14
8 78 7

of Service : closed semi-convertible
of motors, 5° h-P

CMcr„.ir»e»'. 36; w, «4» r
Car equp per car; power

air.

33

434

Method of braking,
Gauge of track, 4 
Weight of rails, 80 lbs.

ft. 8 Vz inches.
8 67 28
6 39 40
7 33 27

19
.30253 4 1518 155 LSPower : 3286Direct current, D.C. 

Voltage of transmission,
Trolley voltage, 625.

.'Frequency of transrmssi 
Number of phases, 3;

54
Electric RailwaysA.C. Total,I 1,000■ Injured.Killed.

3
for A.C., 66 C. 3Collision 

Struck by^car 14
Coupling 
Fe’l off 
Run over

Totals, August 
Totals, November 
Totals, September 
Totals, October

3RAILWAY COMPANY. 273radialPETERBOROUGH

President, Mr. Robert 
, General Manager, Mr. J.

718
32- 7
38
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
XVe are particularly eager tonews items from time to time.Readers will confer a great favor by sending in

get notes regarding engineering work in hand and projected, contracts awarded, changes in staffs, etc. 
Printed forms for the purpose will be furnished upon application.

WINNIPEG.—Tenders will be received up to Tuesday, 
January 18, for removing the present superstructure and fur
nishing and erecting new steel superstructure and floor, 
complete, for Louise Bridge across the Red River. Plans, 
specification and forms of tender may be obtained at the 
office of Colonel Ruttan, the city engineer. M. Peterson, 
secretary Board of Control.

WINNIPEG.—Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chair- 
Board of Control, for supply of labor and materials ne

cessary for additions to piers of Louise Bridge, across the 
Red river, will be received at the office of the undersigned 
up to 11 a.m., on Thursday, December 30, 1909. Specifica
tions and forms of tender, together with conditions govern
ing tenders as prescribed by by-law, may be obtained at the 
office of the City Engineer, James Avenue. The lowest or 
any tender not necessarily accepted. M. Peterson, Secretary. 
Board of Control Office, Winnipeg, December 8th, 1909.

WINNIPEG.—Tenders will be received up to Friday, 
December 31st, for the supply of about eighteen thousand 
posts, for the manufacture and delivery of about forty-two 
miles of woven wire fence, and for the erection of the fence 
along the right-of-way of the City's Transmission Line, te- 

the Brokenhead River and the city. M. Peterson,

TENDERS.

Quebec.
MONTREAL.—Tenders will be received until 20th De

cember, for the construction of Public Baths. Zotique Tra
vel, architect, 238 St. Andre. A. F. Vincent, secretary-trea
surer, Town Hall, St. Louis.

MONTREAL.—Tenders will be received up to Friday, 
the 17th December, for the construction of an addition to 
the Superintendent’s House and the construction of a stable 
in the Corporation Yard. L. O. David, City Clerk.

QUEBEC.—Contractors for bridge superstructure are in
vited to visit the office of the Board of Engineers in the Can
adian Express Building, Montreal, after January 3rd, igio, 
where information may be had to enable them to prepare 
bids for the superstructure of a 1,758 feet span bridge 88 feet 
in width. The contractor is invited to submit alternative 
designs, which must conform to the conditions laid down in 
the general specification. L. K. Jones, secretary, Depart

ed Railways and Canals, Ottawa. (Advertised in the 
Canadian Engineer. )

MONTREAL.—Tenders will be received until Wednes
day, the 22nd December, for the supply of one planer, 
matcher and. moulding machine to plane four sides up to 13 
or 14 inches, and tongue and groove, also one tenoning and 
boring machine for wheels. L. O. David, city clerk.

MONTREAL.—Tenders will be received until Wednes
day, 22nd December, for 573 new breakwheels and circuit- 
breaking springs for fire department. L. O. David, city 
clerk.

man

ment

tween
Secretary, Board of Control.
Saskatchewan.

SASKATOON.—^Tenders will be invited by the Govern- 
of the University of Saskatoon for the construction of a 

college building, a dormitory and a power house.
ors

Alberta.
MEDICINE HAT.—Tenders will be received until 

Tuesday, January 4th, for clay products plant, including 
three high-pressure boilers, 120 horse-power Corliss engine, 
generator and engine, pumps, pans, elevator, pulley, belt
ing, sewer pipe press, structural steel, 4 horse-power gas 
engine, four side-dump cars, gap lathe, iron planer, forge 
and blacksmith tools, 500 horse-power heater and fire hose. 
Address communications to Warren Overpack, 404 N. Des 
Moines Street, Webster City, Iowa.
British Columbia.

PRINCE RUPERT. — Tenders will be received up to 
Wednesday, the 19th January, 1910 for the construction and 
completion of a portion of the permanent system of sewer
age. Plans, etc., may be seen at the office of Public Works 
Department, Victoria, B.C., the Government Agent, Mr. 
James H. Bacon, Harbor Engineer, Prince Rupert, B.C. ; 
the Government Agent, New Westminster, the Provincial 
Timber Inspector, Vancouver. F. C. Gamble, Public Works 
Engineer, Victoria, B.C.

VANCOUVER.—Tenders will be received until Wed
nesday, January 12th, for next year’s waterworks supplies, 
including ten miles of steel and iron pipe, as follows :—Three 
and a half miles of six-inch, one mile of eight-inch, and two 
and a half miles of twelve-inch. This pipe is to be three- 
sixteenths of an inch thick, and to stand a pressure of 300 
pounds. 250 tons of four-inch cast iron pipe, are also 
required. Mr. W. A. Clement is city engineer.

VICTORIA.—The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway is in
viting tenders for the construction of large wharves at Vic
toria, to cost $100,000.
U. S. A.

ALBANY, N. Y.—Tenders will be received until Tues
day. December 28th, for improvements to the Erie and Cham- , 
plain canals. Further particulars on application to F. C. 
Stevens, superintendent of Public Works. Albany, N. Y.; 
and at Canal office. Spaulding's Exchange, Buffalo, N. Y.

DETROIT. MICH.—Proposals will be received up to 
Tuesday, December 28th. for furnishing- and erecting the 
structural steel and iron work for Engine Room building of 
,i,„ \iriv Punning Station. Beni. F. Guiney, Secretary.

Ontario.
OTTAWA.—Tenders will be received until 1 hursday, 

30th December, for supply of calcium carbide required 
by the Department of Marine and Fisheries for one year, 
estimated at 425 tons. Further particulars may be obtained 
from the purchasing agent of the Department at Ottawa. 
G. J. Desbarats, Deputy Minister.

TORONTO.—Tenders for the construction of sewers 
will be received until Tuesday, December 21st. Specifica
tions may be obtained from Mr. C. H. Rust, city engineer.

TORONTO.—Tenders for counter, screens, book stacks, 
etc., for branch library on the northwest corner of Gerrard 
street and Broadview avenue, will be received up to Monday, 
10th January. E. S. Caswell, Secretary-treasurer, Toronto 
Public Library Board. .

TORONTO.—The city of Toronto will shortly invite 
tenders for sixteen tons cast iron manhole covers, sludge 
valves, penstocks, one hundred and fifty tons of cast iron 
pipe, twenty-six tons special castings, four 24-inch, two 18- 
inch, and two 8-inch centrifugal pumps, two 175 h.p., 
two 125 h.p., two 10 h.p. motors and two 200 h.p. gas engines, 
garbage destructor, sewage screens and centrifugal dryers. 
Mr. C. H. Rust is the city engineer. _

TORONTO.—Tenders will be received until Monday, 
December 20th, for alterations and fittings, Drill Hall. Tor- 

Further particulars obtainable on application to Mr. 
Thos. Hastings, Clerk of Works, Toronto ; Napoleon Tes
sier, secretary, Department of Public Works, Ottawa. 
(Advertisement in the Canadian Engineer.)

TORONTO.—Tenders will be received until December 
21 st for a supply of 48-inch special castings for the 
tion between the waterworks tunnel and the new 15 million 
gallon engine. Mr. Joseph Oliver, (Mayor) Chairman Board 
of Control; Mr. C. H. Rust. City Engineer. (Advertisement 
in the Canadian Engineer.)
Manitoba.

WINNIPEG.—Tenders are invited until Tuesday, _ 21st 
December, for annual supply of fuel for Government insti
tutions in the Province of Manitoba. R. Rogers, Minister of 
Public Works.

onto.

connec-
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AlbeFRANK.—Genera' Manager Alfred Muller, of the Can
adian Consolidated Coal Company, has let the contract tor 
supplying machinery to H. Y. Lloyd. The proposed plant 
will be the largest in the Crow’s Nest Pass.

ptttsrTTRG PA —Responsible parties can secure op poZaL K.W « 40OÇ c»'»= yards «««J: 
provided .he, have .he P»per'KJXh’

Per ™ KANS-Tinders will be received until J»»;HOLTON, JxAJNb. r About 45,000 feet of
uary 12th, for the const1"0 1 ^bout I4j0oo feet of 10-in., 
8-in. sewer ; 64 M.h., j5 • A disposal plant. Wil-
12-in. and 15-m. sewer, 41 M.n. 
liam C. Bryant, Engineer.

British Columbia.
VICTORIA.—A contract 

Street School at $14,854 was let to 
Road.

for construction of Lampson 
Thomas Ashe, Foul Bay

opened0 b™heV^stS?tUcVouïcil Tor
Sethe quaUrrSyenS,LaTglfy7& WUliSs^K^ sUeiT*

Williams $536, and Robert Ward & Company, for wire r p 
only.

CONTRACTS AWARDED.

^0VHAld!fAX.—Tenders fur tbfee tbousand^feet^oMke^ Lose 

were considered at Monday s m ^ hoge were awarded:— 
the following contracts, for 2 A Montreal ’ , O00 feet “ Key- 
Canadian Rubber Company, paragon ” brand at $1 to
stone ” brand at $1 ; :1,000 fere* J„v 0f Toronto ; 500 feet 
the Gutta Percha & Rubber Comp V, { Halifax and
of » Para ” at $1 to Stairs Son & Morrow,^^^ ^ Hahfax
500 feet “ Crescent at $1 to 1 u.S.A., will sup-
The La Franc Company, of Clmira iN- , the
Ply 200 feet of chemical "received an order for
Dunlop Rubber Company, antity 0f suction hose,
a hundred feet at 50 cents a Q b y awarded a contract 

SYDNEY.—William Little has been 
for sewer construction at 23 cents a o

VANCOUVER.—A. Morrison has been given a contract 
for grading Ash Street, at $41 a chain and 23rd Avenue at 
$hv the municipality of Point Grey. ,$43 VANCOUVER.—In response to invitations for tender!

Mrs srsr^ss srasÆ?s
*Mr P Cotton Vancouver .............................. ...........
Patterson Timber Company, Vancouver. .. 35,90o
Booker & Campbell, Bellingham, Wash., ^

U.S.A. • • • ................................ 26.796
Engineer’s Estimate ............ ......................

George”S^Hanes,. engineer for cit, and Ferr, Company.

NEW YORK (N-Y. CndÏÏiUi'VÏtfnfo'S
Raymond concrete piles in t . Schenectady works

Concrete Pile Company, of New York and C b

on

Quebec. _ ^ctmetion of a steel bridge
on safusrs

the following tenders, that J

^eT»u7inSnNC.«;?«So,:l'

Pepin & Michaud, Arthabaska
The Jenks-Dresser Company,....................
Joseph Gosselin, Levis, j s-Morse CompanyMONTREAL -The Fairban team ^ p, d elec-
awarded a contract for PPJq{ the Soledan Mining & 
trical equipment for .
Milling Company, of ”eX n of St. Louis received the fol-

MONTREAL.-The ownuction q{ a subway under the
lowing tenders for t tte $80,000; Henault &Heffer-
C.P.R. tracks :-We any, $187,467. The con-
man, $120,000, the 
tract was not awarded.
0,^BALT.-TJ»Tr^^^»ÆÆ 

”Sdj|™Cca^»n Contracts,! J^MaSnae Com-

pany for a punching m
accepted at '$4“.5°- Smart-Turner Machine Company oHAMILTON.—The Sm contracts, amongst
this city have been ^«Tv lron Tube Company, Toronto, a 
many others :—Page H V the Toronto Ferry Company, 
side suction centrifug P _ Shea’s new theatre, Toronto, 
Toronto, triplex power^P rece’iver. john C. Mundell & Com-
panyTElora^a duplex PumP-^ ^ ^ Hydro_Electric Com- 

LONDON.—The engin their next meeting

Si“tt Aï. SÏÏ
system, whose purpose wn £1 tric Commission and th 
the sub-station of the Hyd power Company The
distributing station of th Ua capadty of ,2,000 volts

fire engines at $10,500- Jenks-Dresser Com-

cepted :—

20,910
Sherbrooke ----- 20,225

19)925 
18,300 
17,360 
16,000 

were

Montreal, P.Q.

Sarnia, Out.
AND ELECTRICRAILWAYS-STEAM

New Brunswick r 0 Foss, superinten-
ST. JOHN.-It is s * a tiona^Transcontinental in New 

ding engineer of the National ading fn that pro-
Brunswick, that ninety per cen h«■ S New Brunswick
vince is now completed. The line throug heayy and ex. 
is not very extensive, although t e ^ o{ track have
pensive. During the past summer Ho^ WUh the large
been laid, nearly half of the e , .1 > ^be rest of the
amount of grading done it is expected that me re 
track laying will be finished early next summer.

QUeHULL. - The G^|neaud ^^app^t^Parl^men^ 
capital stock of two million dollars w a point on

CiSS'l*» » Queb« » Leaf Lake, »

SSVs&'SZ Rue.
& Johnston, Ottawa Ont., sohcitors C.P.R-

„ ™S3££f£ SSST
tion on its present system.
Ontario. r, , d h. C. Zwetsch of Buf
falo,®^ allying to the^ty councilor ^^hise

”eCtrESWERONrTaa-yThe Bay £ Qmnte
rjmSVngTmmBridgewater, Ontario to Actinolite Mines 

Ontario.

was

the
Ungava

Smith

Pacific Branch LinesOTTAWA.—The Grand Trunk ^ buUd numerous 
b,°a“?h“y *”d » i-e bonds m the extent of

^3°’OTTAWA6—-The following notices appear

3da Western Alberta Railway Company will apply 
sion of time for commencing and completing its line.

in The Can-

for exten-

pany, _
completion
engine-room

O
 P

a
cr

Cn
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Railways, Mr. H. A. K. Drury, and has now passed from the 
construction department of the Great Northern Railway to 
the operating department. Chief Engineer J. H. Kennedy 
is transferring his headquarters to Abbotsford, and is leaving 
Mr. H. M. Hale to take charge of construction westward 
from Princeton. Mr. Hale is moving from Hedley to Prince
ton.

The Ottawa, Rideau Valley and Brockville Railway, will 
apply for power to build a railway from Ottawa, to Brock
ville, Ontario. , .

Western Canada Power Company, Limited, want to en
large the scope of their charter, so as to build and operate 
railways, telegraph and telephone lines. Code & Burritt 
are their Ottawa agents. .

Manitoulin & North Shore Railway want extension of 
time for completing their Sudbury-Little Current branch 
and for commencing construction of other branches.

The Toronto Central Terminal Company apply for power 
to construct and maintain passenger and freight stations and 
other terminal facilities.

The Hudson Bay and Northwestern Railway will pro
bably amalgamate with the Manitoba & Keewatin Railway.

The Ontario & Ottawa Railway apply for power to build 
and operate a line from Lake Couchiching to the Township 
of Snowden to Renfrew, to Hull, to Ottawa.

Hamilton, Waterloo and Guelph Railway will apply for 
permission to build an extension to Toronto.

TORONTO.—The Canadian Northern Railway will pro
bably construct a spur line along the east bank of the Don 
into the Ashbridge’s Bay district.

TORONTO.—The Grand Trunk Railway have been 
ordered to build a viaduct at Sunnyside.
Saskatchewan

REGINA.—The Saskatchewan Central Railway will apply 
for permission to build and operate a line through Battleford 
to Edmonton, with five branches. Smith & Johnston, of 
Ottawa, Ontario, are solicitors for the railway.

YORKTON.—A locating party of the Grand Trunk Pa
cific, under the charge of Engineer Greaves, has started to 
locate a line from Yorkton north to cross the Canadian 
Northern main line at Canora or Tiny and thence to the 
Hudson Bay. The line will be commenced in the spring and pany have been granted a patent for a tract of land compns-
42 miles built next summer. ng eighteen thousand acres surrounding Coquitlam Lake

OTTAWA.—Mr. M. J. Butler, deputy Minister of Rail- and, according to the latest issue of the Canada Gazette,
Monday at some length in connection they are prepared to enter into an agreement to supply this

city with water.
VANCOUVER.—Waterworks superintendent Maddison 

reported that it would cost $8,000 to repair the damage done 
to the civic water system by recent floods.

VICTORIA.—Assistant City Engineer Bryson submitted 
his preliminary report on the Sooke Lake water scheme at 
a recent council meeting. He estimated that it would cost 
$1,500,000 to construct the necessary dam, tunnel and pipe 
line, and recommended a more detailed survey in the spring.

VANCOUVER.—Plans for building a subway between 
the inlet front and the False Creek railway yards have been 
marked out by the local engineering staff of the C.P.R.

SEWAGE AND WATERWORKS.

Quebec.
MONTREAL.—Messrs. Quinlan & Robertson have com

menced the enlargement of the old conduit.
Ontario.

GUELPH.—Contractor Conn, who constructed the new 
waterworks pipe line, is suing the water commissioners for 
extras amounting to $9,083.48, claiming 'Jhat work which 
had to be done over again to stop leaks in the conduit was 
not called for in the contract.

ORILLIA.—The Water Committee have recommended 
extensions of water mains. The acceptance of the Canada 
Foundry Company’s tender referred to on page 606 of our 
issue for November 26th, was confirmed.
Saskatchewan.

SASKATOON.—Sewer and water extensions for 1910 are 
estimated to cost $200,000. Mr. George S. Clark is city 
engineer.
British Columbia

NEW WESTMINSTER.—The Vancouver Power Corn-

ways, reported on
with the Hudson Bay Railway. Two routes were surveyed.
Fort Churchill route of 477 miles would cost, including ter
minal facilities, $19,108,672; the Nelson route, 410 miles, 
is estimated to cost, with similar facilities, $16,426,340. The 
latter is favored. The line is not only 67 miles shorter, but 
Nelson has a better harbor, while the country through 
which the line would run is better. A fair proportion of it 
is available for settlement, whereas on the Churchill route 
there is no such probability beyond Split Lake. The dis
tance from Liverpool to Port Nelson is 3,200 miles, as 
against 3,007 from Montreal to Liverpool. The grades are 
21 feet to the mile. The Deputy Minister has altered the 
surveyors’ estimates so as to provide for an 8o-pound rail 
instead of 60 pounds.
Manitoba.

WINNIPEG.—Construction contracts will be let. in LONDON.—There is a movement on foot to sell the
March by the Alberta and Great Waterways Railway officials, plant of the London Electric Company to the city, to be used 
who expect to have the line in operation to a point 150 miles as a reserve steam plant for Niagara power, 
to the north of Edmonton by the middle of next summer. OTTAWA.—A by-law to give the Metropolitan Company
The remaining 200 miles of the line to Fort McMurray is a 25-year franchise, for heat and power only, conditional 
also expected to be completed by the fall of 1911. on the company being in a position to deliver 1,000 horse-
British Columbia. power in three years, will be submitted to the ratepayers

VANCOUVER.—In addition to the Canadian Northern at the January elections, 
and Kettle River Railway Bills which will be'among the first PETERBOROUGH.— On January 3rd, the ratepayers
to be considered at the session of the Legislature which will vote on a by-law drafted to grant the Peterborough Light 
ov.ens on January 20th, are many other schemes for new rail- & Power Company the rivht to erect poles and supply power 
ways in this Province. Last week’s “Gazette” contains for thirty years, 
notices of nine railway bills, seven of which are for new lines. PORT ARTHUR.—The ratepayers of the city are to
Messrs. Abbott & Hart-McHarg, of this city, are applying have an opportunity of declaring their opinion on the respec- 
for the incorporation of a company to build and operate a tive propositions of the Ontario Hydro-electric Commission 
radway from Vancouver to New Westminster. A bill is also and the Ontario & Michigan Power Company at the muni- 
promised for the revival of the Vancouver & Nicola Valley cipal elections in January.
Railway Company charter of 1908, and another to extend the TORONTO.—The St. Catharines Hydraulic Company
time for the commencement of operations on the enterprise are suing the Dominion government for unstated damages 
of the Graham Island Railway Company. Barnard & Robert- in connection with the cancellation of their lease of the water 
son have charge of a bill for a rival Graham Island project, power privileges of the old Welland Canal. Mr. Justice 
Frank Higgins has the interests of another Graham Island Cassels. in the Exchequer Court, reserved judgment. , 
road ; Taylor, Hulme & Innés are looking after the Robson British Columbia.
Bight & West Vancouver Island Railway Bill; and Wilson VANCOUVER.—A new unit which will mean an increase
& Bloomfield the projected road from Menzies Bay to the of 10,500 horse-power for the British Columbia Electric Rail-
junction of the Salmon and Mémekav rivers. way, has just been installed at Lake Buntzen, and is now in

NELSON.—The portion of the V. V. & E. between Kere- partial operation. The final test of the new machnery, the 
mebs and Hedley and from Hedley to Princeton, a distance installation of which was completed last week, has not yet
of about 42 miles, which has been under construction for two been made as the governors are not yet placed in position,
years, has been accepted by the Government Inspector of but it has already carried over 8,000 horse-power with ease.

LIGHT. HEAT. AND POWER

Ontario
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MISCELLANEOUS.This additional power unit brmgs the total^nmnbe^u^to 
five, operating on four transm^iss^ made by the
of the new unit includes an England, and a water wheel,
Dick Kerr Company, of Preston ^°Sir,Psi’ ned bv the Doble 
the largest of its kind ever ^ d^anuf£lured by the John
Company, of San F.ran<?*“’ * £ of Montreal, Que. From 
McDougall Caledonian ïronworKs oi i ’f diameter
the entrance in the dam steel pipe of
runs to the crest of the h - takes the water to the
about the same diametrical dm»1^5 been proceeding 
new wheel in the power house. Work nas
on this addition all summer.

^MONTREAL—The Road Committee has made a Ust of 
requisitions to meet next year’s administrative expenses, 
amounting to $2,036,284, including : OQ

Wooden sidewalks ...................................... 00
Repairs to pavements .............................. 1,6*80'2 5
Repairs to sidewalks ..................................
Crossings ................................ ........ 15 024.20
Curbstone ...........................   52,675.00
nrVRFC —Preliminary work on the reconstruction of 
^ Bridge t," commenced on Wcdnesda,, DecemBe,

8th.PUBLIC WORKS.FINANCING Ontario.NORTH BAY—The town clerk has been authorized to 
prices and particulars of snow piottghs. 

OTTAWA.-Hon. G. P. Graham ^Siebec Bridge had 
contract for the s'^-st™c£ir® of tdhg con?ract calls for two 
been awarded to M. r. ua • anchor piers and
pneumatic “fS” « " «"«8.475. The

intermediate pier, at a nneumatic caissons will
cost of the masonry work in • Pired whatever type of 
be $2,800,000, and these will b p Sj. such decision, it

Z'SS'ÏS b"- iCS. which includes subsidies »
the amount of $374)353*

recently sold debentures:-
The following municipalities
Point Grey, B. C., $28,000.
Kipling, Sasic., $i4,ooo, schools.
Ottawa, Ont «i&V».,f «meut sidewalks.
Ks:rb„0tn:«f;-i™c bm,di„gs.

write for

one
Ontario. the River

BELLEVILLE.-By-.laws for a & Elec-
Moira and to grant permission t0 A wires on certain
trie Company, to erect Poles an,d reading in the Hastings 
county roads, have passed second reading
County council. „TT„.Tr, mum municipality will applyPENETANGUISHENE.-This mun debentures
to the Legislature for perm extensions now under way, 
amounting to $24,220 for s to the North Simcoe
for completed works and for bonuses 
Railway and several factories. ,cement walks, bridges,NEWMARKET.—Debentures ^ ^ by j. E.

amounting to $20,000,

meeting of the Board of Con- 
commissioner, recom-

Mat°IbNNIPEG.-At a recent 
trnl Mr W. F. Fallman, city street mended the use of oil for street spnnkhngdll

WINNIPEG-Col. Red R'««-particulars of the proposed quay wall along yar<js and
The area would be approximate y nm y 1 Induding con. 
the bulk thirty cubic y ardsi per lmea would pro-
crete, excavation and foundation work, tne^ ^ The
bably be $400 per lineal foot, say, $->^e a surVey, which 
first thing necessary wouid be information by boring,

““^TAWA-Th. r,,.».,... £*“«£ SSiSSSS"» «d.oe- P«r
bag ASiiÊRSTBÜRG.-Th, c.und, „= =cid-.i»g a $=«,- ^ .

Peterborough!"—./The raiepaye'5 ”>» a ‘■«Ss iTcS’S” le coo„„,=d in, » fo..y
$m ooo isolation hospital by-law- a $25,000 ' VICTORIA.— Plans are said to beco pH d dicate>
* °ST. THOMAS.-The ratepayers will million dollar steel industry on ^ c°ca^poration, recently
street railway extension by-law vote oT a $I3 500 by- which is known as the Western Stee^ Island. Herbert

SoSSu-ch deb,. A new »=„»g % A. Moose, Seait.e, »«

”W USKlARr-Th.^i«Si2, "streets” -S “TcTORiA.-Mr.
following by-laws ; $28,000 tus Department, who was prd™UJy lans for a new steel steam-
$2,500 for the purchase of hre aPP treal Harbor Works has outbnedptois^^^ .g al Con
Manitoba following by-laws carried : $150,000 er for use as a dredge tend . T e^ $^0j000) an elevator

WINNIPEG.—The f power wires, $50,000 for Bering the purchase, - Narrows at Vancouver,
for underground con**» for P for a cmc art dredge for use m improving: hFnrst ^ Qne and a
municipal baths. The by for which surveys and plans have ^ away.
ea,1cYBERRt-Bd,-'uws hj- b-e. P-»h.lf mi,Hen ,a,ds o, -------------------

- B8»™- - ~

Saskatchewan Courtice. secretary-treasurer, of-
fet!“®s,lîS~i""’ro”mcn'<kbe

,"”Smrose.-a»: wm b« ^*S^SS.
ary 1st, for $6,000 debentures.
SUreiETHBRIDGE.-TehterParkSy bvdaw cam^. y ay„laws

majority, while the 
were defeated.
BritipOlNTUGREY -The ratepayers will vote on a $250,000 

street improvement by-law. m vote at the forthcom-
VICTORIA.-The^atepaye by_law.

ing election on a $52,000

etc.,
Hughes, town clerk. otpnavers will vote on ------ ,

WATERLOO.-Th, r«ep». ^ „„ m„k.t bmld-
ing by-laws .—$3)°°°) ° . r„ ,-iPrving. Mr. F. S. Kumpf, taro d k. ,g ^ prgsent before 

SARNIA.—A water mam oy

the follow-

tne

Commission
bridge on theDominion Railway

ooo

PERSONAL NOTES.

MR. HUGH C BAKER,

tario, receives the first award of th Nobel prizes m a
will be given from ume ^ 11 or discovers any 

l wav, to any Canadian wno ent 0f Canadian
new and unproved Pr®cessanfv°rin^nortani; discovery that will 
ores and minerals, , ,-r |n connection with the
lessen the dangers and loss of Me gnd ]ip.ht Mr wfilson 
of electricity m supphmg^^ ^ 0ntari0] and is the in- 
was born in ^Aoetvlene Flare Light, manufactured
r;0b,,1,w».”5nM^'s”„-, Company, -, 0,,,-a.

are

large
use
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NEW CRAB DREDGE.ORDERS OF THE RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS 
OF CANADA.

A powerful self-propelling grab dredge has just been 
completed to the order of the Egyptian Government for the 
Upper Nile. This is the third dredge which the Soudan Ir
rigation Department designed for the work of rectification 
of the Upper Nile, upon which it is engaged and by 

of which the potentiality of the river for irrigation 
purposes will be greatly increased. The first dredge is of 
the dipper type for embanking purposes and is already in 
service. The second is of the hydraulic type and is now 
being erected at Khartoum, while the third dredge is in
tended to deal with the “sudd” and will be provided with 
appliances for cutting the sudd as well as removing it. This 
vessel is built in the form of a light draft river steamer, 160 
feet long by 32 foot beam and 2 feet 9

built by Wm. Simons & Company, Limited, Renfrew, 
Scotland. The three dredges have been built to the designs 
and specifications of Mr. A. W. Robinson, M. Can. Soc. C.E., 
of Montreal, Consulting Engineer to the Soudan Irrigation 
Department.

*
Copies of these orders may be secured from the Canadian Engineer 

for a small fee.

8783—November 30—At St. Antoine Street, Tetraultville, P.Q. ; across the

mile east of Shaw
meansC.P.R.

8784—November 30—At public crossing one-quarter 
Station, Ont., and the C.P.R. at public crossing 400 yards west of St. 
Cuthbert Station, P.Q.

8785 to 8793 Inc.—November 22—Granting leave to the Manitoba Govern
ment Telephones to erect, place, and maintain its wires across the tracks 
of the C.P.R. at three points; the C.N.R. at five points; and the G.T.P. 
Railway at one point in the Province of Manitoba.

8794 to 8798 Inc.—December 1—Granting leave to the Government of 
the Province of Alberta, to erect, place, and maintain its telephone wires

the tracks of the G.T.P. Railway at two points; C.P.R. at two
points, and the C.N.R. at one point.

8799— December 1—Granting leave to the Saskatchewan Government to 
erect, place, and maintain its wires across the track of the C.N.R. at 
Hague, Sask.

8800— November 30—Directing the C.P.R. to reconstruct the culvert 
under its tracks at mileage 3.3 Sudbury Section, to carry off the water at 
Lily Lake, Township of Humphrey, Ont.

8801— December 1—Amending Order No. 7746, dated August 5th, 1909,
approving location of C.N.R. from Tp. 15, R. 17, west of the 6th Mer. to
Sec 11, Tp. 14, R. 17, west of the 6th Mer., mileage o to 5, B.C., by chang-

in said Order to read “Range 27."

inches draft, andacross
was

MARKET CONDITIONS.
ing the reference to Range 17

8802— November 29—Authorizing the C.P.R. to open for the carriage of 
traffic that portion of the second track of its line of railway from mileage 
59.4 to mileage 59.6, on its Fort William Section.

8803— November 18—Authorizing the C.N.Q. Railway to construct, main
tain, and operate a branch line of railway, or spur from near St. Marc's 
Junction, through the parishes of St. Marc, Grodines, and St. Albans, 
County Portneuf, P.Q.

8804— December 1—
Lac Ouareau-Rawdon Extension.

8805— December 1—Granting leave to the C.N.O. Railway to construct 
its line of railway across six highways in Township of Whitechurch, County 
York, Ont.

8806— November 30—Extending until June 1st, 1910, the time within
file with the Board tariffs of tolls

Montreal, December 16th, 1.909.
The steel trade in the United States is now occupied in laying the 

foundation for prices of finished material in 1910. Notification has been 
given of an advance of 50c. per ton in the price of Lake Superior ore for 
next season, beginning with May.

Already there has been an advance in ore prices in other parts of the 
United States and abroad. The situation largely depends, however, upon 
the future of coke. Already furnaces are trying to get $2.80, and it is said 
that some sales have taken place at that figure for the first half of 1910. 
Railways have not been conspicuous as buyers during the present month 
but it is expected that they will place heavy orders during the coming 

I two or three months. There is business in sight for structural material, 
outside the railways, involving a heavy tonnage. This includes the Quebec 
Bridge, for which about 60,000 tons will be required, this being one of the 
largest structures now before the trade. Sheets, tinplates and other iron 
products, continue in heavy demand, but other classes of material are not 
being ordered in as large volume as during November. This was only to 
be expected, as the rate of specifications during October and November 

too large to continue. The trade, generally, anticipates higher prices, 
not only on pig-iron but on finished material of all kinds, for 1910 delivery, 
especially for such as will require to be made from orders based on last 

At the moment, trade is a little quiet and will probably con-

Approving stress sheets of the C.N.R. Company’s

which the Bell Telephone Company may 
of telephone tolls.

8807— November 30—Extending until June 1st, 1910, the time within 
which the North American Telephone Company may file with the Board 
tariffs of tolls of telephone tolls.

8808— November 30—Certifying that amended plan of the right-of-way 
of the C.N.R. as constructed across the S.E. % of Sec. 24, Tp. 43, R. 4» 
west of the 3rd Meridian, north 28 miles from Dalemy, has been accepted.

8809— November 27—Dismissing application of the city of Edmonton, 
Alta., to provide that the G.T.P. Railway and the C.N.R. each install and

intain its own diamond crossing, in the city of Edmonton, Alta.
8810— November 27—Dismissing application of the city of Edmonton, 

Alta., to provide that the G.T.P. Railway and the C.N.R. each install and 
maintain its own diamond crossing, and that street barriers or gates, to
gether with home signals, to be operated by a watchman, in said city.

8811— November 30—Authorizing the G.T.R. to construct, maintain, and 
operate branch line of railway, or siding, in the city of Hamilton, Ont., to 
and into the premises of the Otis-Fensom Elevator Company, Limited.

8812— November 30—Authorizing the C.P.R. to construct, maintain, and 
operate a siding to and into the premises of the Noxon Company, at 
Ingersoll, Ont.

8813— November 30—Directing that the G.T.P. Railway construct high
way crossing and road diversion between Secs. 25 and 26, Tp. 35, R. 12, 
west of the 3rd Meridian, District Saskatoon, Sask., in accordance with 
and subject to the General Regulation of the Board Affecting Highway 
Crossings.

8814— November 29—Authorizing the C.P.R. to construct, .maintain, and 
operate industrial spur in Lots 15 and 16, R. 7, Tp. of Aylwin, P.Q.

8815— November 30—Dismissing application of the Townships of Tilbury 
East and Raleigh, for construction of bridge over Jeannette’s Creek and 
Baptiste Creek by the G.T.R. Company on its Southern Division.

8816— December 3—Authorizing the C.N.O. Railway to open for the 
carriage of traffic that portion of its line of railway, Ottawa-Hawkesbury 
Division from Rockland to Hurdman’s Bridge, near Gladstone Avenue, 
Ottawa, Ont.

88ï7—December 3—Approving by-law of the C.N.O. Railway authorizing 
D. B. Hanna, Guy Tombs, and W. H. Jordan, each, or any of them to 
prepare and issue tariffs of tolls to be charged by the C.N.O. Railway be
tween and including Hawkesbury and Ottawa, Ont.

8818—December 3—Approving Standard Passenger Tariff C.R.C. No. 
153, providing for maximum passenger rate of three cents per mile be
tween all stations on the C.N.Q. Railway and Ottawa Section of the 
C.N.O. Railway.

year’s costs, 
tinue so for some weeks into the new year.

In England, conditions throughout the trade do not show any improve
ment and, as a matter of fact, little hope can be held out for an improve- 

during the remainder of this year or for some time to come. The 
political situation is undoubtedly affecting trade prejudicely and, until this 
is cleared up, material resumption of activity is unlikely to take place. 
Prices on pig are being fairly well maintained, especially for steel making 
grades. Foundry irons are a little weaker. The situation in Scotland is 
much better than in England, local conditions being more satisfactory. 
German and Belgian conditions show some improvement and prices evince 
an upward tendency. All classes of products from pig-iron are 
higher figures than for some time past. This condition will, no doubt, be 
reflected later on in the English markets, especially if American condi
tions continue to improve. Meantime, however, local conditions .in Great 
Britain are not satisfactory, and stocks of pig-iron are accumulating.

In Canada, the situation is entirely satisfactory. So far as pig-iron is 
concerned, conditions are becoming more strained than ever. Another 
furnace is now out of the market, so far as supplying new business, is 
concerned, the reference being to the Midland furnace, its output being 
sold up till the end of October next. Even the output of the large new 
furnace, which is expected to go into blast about the beginning of March 
next, is included in the above statement. When it is remembered that the 
Nova Scotia Steel and the Dominion Iron companies are both out of the 
general market, their own output being required for their own steel plants, 
and that the Algoma plant is in a similar position and in fact is also a 
buyer, it will be seen that there is little Canadian pig-iron for sale. The 

plant, however, has made its purchases for many months to come, 
Demand for all classes of iron is on the increase and foreign 

iron will have to be largely drawn upon in order to supply requirements.
Dealers in all sorts of finished and semi-finished material, inc tiding 

plates, sheets, iron and steel bars, pipe and structural steel, report a very 
dull demand for their various lines. Some months and even weeks, ago they 
looked forward confidently to a more active trade and to a stiffening of 
prices but, up to the present, neither has made its appearance. The” 
have now given up looking" for any improvement for the remainder of this 
year and will be well enough satisfied if it comes along within a reason
able time after the beginning of 1910. That an improvement is coming 
they confidently predict. Meantime, the market continues as fol.ows:

Antimony.—The market is steady at 8 to 8%c.
Bar Iron and Steel.—The market promises to advance ««hortlv. Bar iron. 

$1.85 per 100 pounds; best refined horseshoe, $2.10 ; forged iron, $2; mile 
steel. $1.85; sleigh shoe steel, $1.85 for « x tt-hase ; tire steel, $1.00 for 

*6-base ; toe calk steel, $2.35; machine steel, iron finish, $1.90; im 
ported, $2.20.

Building Paper.—Tar paper, 7, 10, or ifi ounces, $1.80 per 100 pounds; 
felt paper, $2.75 Per 100 pounds; tar sheathing, 40c. per roll of 400 square 
feet ; dry sheathing, No. 1, 30 *0 40c per roll of 400 squate feet, tarred 
fibre, <5C. per roll: dry fibre, 45c. (See Roofing: also Tar and Pitch)

Cement. —Canadian cement is quotable, as follows, in car lots, f.o.b., 
Montreal:—$1.30 to $1.40 per 350-lb. bbl., in 4 cotton bags, adding 10c. for

(Continued on page 686.)

held at

Algoma 
it is said.

NEW INCORPORATIONS,

Alex. Bremner, Limited. Montreal. Quebec, $200,000; 
to manufacture and sell cement, drain pipes, lime, plaster, 
bricks and to deal generally in builders and contractors’ 
supplies.

The National Engineering Company, Limited, Montreal, 
Quebec, $20,000; mechancial and electrical engineers. ~ 
chard T. Heneker, K.C., of Montreal, is a director.

The General Land & Industrial Company, Limited. $2,- 
Toronto, Ontario ; lumber merchants.

Ri-

Jas. S.000,000,
Lovell, accountant, is interested.
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BOOK DEPARTMENT
Add™ : THE CANADIAN „„ «- „

—.« »,*« —. — —— —■

tion—Moisture—oil Emulsions—Oils—Coal-Tar Pre- 
parations—Tar-Spraying Machines—Tar-Macadam 
-Rock-Asphalt Macadam-Bituhthic 
The preservation of surface and the prevention of 
dust on macadamized roads constitute two im
portant problems to be solved by engineers 
charged with the maintenance of many thousands 
of miles of broken stone roads. On these matters 
road builders have been working and experiment
ing for some years ; the methods, costs tests 
and other results of this work are here for the 

time compiled in book form. A necessary 
timely book for every engineer.

considerably Enlarged, 
Illustrations, and Dia- 

$6.00. Synopsis
Edition. Re-written and 
With additional Tables,

oBfraC=nt=n?s.-SreralDçZipations.sAnUsept,cs:

logicalSMetilods. ‘^PrecTphation."1 Exp’eriments at

Massachusetts and London. Sutton 
The Sentie Tank and other Systems. Land Treat 
ment vP Bacteria Beds. Manchester Experiments 
Leeds^Experiments. The Bacterial ^reatm^nt of 
Factory Refuse Screnung^ JhsJage into Sea. 
the Thames. T D Potable Water. System-

Soft Water upon Lead. Inc Aosorpnuu 
1 ■ rwJn hv Water. Analyses and theirphene Oxygen y. Deodorisation ofInterpretation. VentiMtmn;ssion ^ g Dis.

p^aT Append^»: (I.) Examination for Matter, 
In Suspension. (II.) Dissolved Oxygen.

SEWAGE, MODERN TREATMENT , OF. The 
preparation of Schemes^ Laying £ J M.S.E.
SccotkF EdithFna 'lllusnated^'Crown Svo,

SANITARY SCIENCE. Pavement.

WATER-FILTRATION WORKS. By James H. 
Fuertes, ,=mo, xviii + 283 pages, 45 fieur“ ana 
20 half-tone plates. Cloth, $2.50. Con,tcn‘ :t]i:° 
troductory. Intakes, Sedimentation, and ,
Basins. The Purification of Water by S.ow Sand 
filtration. The Design, Construction, and Uper 
tion of Slow Sand-filters. The Purification of 
Water by Rapid Sand-filtration. The Cons“"=“°f. 
and Operation of Rapid Sand-filters, 
water Reservoirs.

first

RAILROAD ENGINEERING.DISPOSAL OF MUNICIPAL REFUSE. By H. 
de B. Parsons, Consulting En, ineer, 8yo, x 1 
pages, 73 figures, mostly half-tones. Çmth, .
Contents.—Foreword. Conditions. Waste 
terials. Collections. Methods of Disposal. Re
duction and Incineration. Economics. Snow 
moval. Practical Incineration. Tables : L_assi 
cation of City Wastes. Unburned Coal in Steam- 
ash. Analyses of Household Ash and ixe 
Ashes. Analyses of Garbage. Composi 10 ,
Rubbish. Composition of Street-sweepings. An 
Collection of City Refuse in Tons. Collections ot 
City Refuse in Pounds per Capita. Average 
lections per Capita per Day. Approximate 
Calorific Value of Refuse.

A FIELD MANUAL FOR RAILROAD ENGI- 
vue Rv I C Nagle, Professor of Civil Engi- 

N ^ in the A and M. College of Texas. Sec-
FFdrmBdition Revised. i6mo, xv + 4°3 pages, 99 
ond L-cmion, Contents.—Reconnois-

HsHSiS-SSLMS:
RESIDENT ENGINEERS CON- 

INFORMATION ON CON- 
Molitor and E. J. Beard,

Contents.— 
Bench-marks.

MANUAL FOR 
TAINING GENERAL 
STRUCTION. By F. A.
sswr wSjSHw =.-•

tion. Curves. Cut Ditches.
Bills.

ROADWAYS AND PAVEMENTS.
A TREATISE ON ROADS AND LAVEMENTS 

By Ira Osborn Baker, C.B..1KO.™ Contents. -
I7I figures, 68 pa^,C 't —Country5 Roads. Road 
Introduction, Part I. „ y£h Roads. Gravel
Economics. Road Location Earth K Roads.
Roads. Broken-stone Roads. I“£cel,a£ackl. Part 
Eouestrian *^1 pavement Economics.

StrFoundart10nagCAsphalt Pavc- 
Cobble-stonc Pavements. 
Wood-block Pavements, j 

Sidewalks. Bicycle

METHODS AND DEVICES FOR BACTERIAL 
TREATMENT OF SEWAGE. By William May 
Venable, 8vo, vi + 236 pages, 43 figures. ’
$3.00. Contents.—Introduction. Sources 
formation about Sewage Purification.
Treatment of Crude Sewage. Mechanical Remova 
of Sludge. Anaerobic Treatment of few g '. 
terminent Contact Systems. Automatic D.scharg 
ing Devices. Percolating Filters. Sum y
Engineering Principles regarding the De g 
Sewage Purification Works. Difficul 
enced in some Actual Installations. Sugg 
signs to Meet Typical Conditions.

THE FILTRATION OF 
PLIES. By Allen Hazen. 
and Enlarged, 8vo, xii + 321 pages, 
cd with line and half-tone cuts.
Contents.—Introduction. Continuous
Their Construction. Filtering Materials.
Filtration and Loss of Head. Pean 
Theory and Efficiency of Filtration. £
Filtration. Turbidity and Color, and the Effect t 
Mud Upon Sand-filters. Coagulation of Waters.
Mechanical Filters. Other Methods of Filtration. 
Removal of Iron from Ground-waters. T ,. 
of Waters. Water-supply and Disease. App 
(eleven) and Index.

Embankments.
EXn=mgEFr=aundati=us. Grades.

Curves. 
Excavations. 
Final E-"mates.

Express.

Grubbi ■ g. nau1'Mlie-f ^ Mc: fmeuts. 

Monthly ^Esdmates. Fay Rolb. Party. Plan,.

Me «;
Rates. Report. Resident Engineer.
Shrinkage Spec.Supplies. Superele- 
Grounds. Staking. S -r-ihles Track Transit, 
vation. Surface. Swell. Tables. Track
Titles. Vertical Curves. Work. Was ..

II.—Street 
Street Design. 
Gutters. Pavement 

Brick Pavements.ments.
Stone-block Ff-'pTvements.
Comparison 
Paths and Race Tracks.PUBLIC WATER-SUP- 

Third Edition, Revised 
fully illustrat- 
Cloth, $3-oo. 
Filters and 

Rate of

A TEXT-BOOK ON R°£°f fs° on^Edl 
MENTS. By F«d«ick P. Spaldmg,^ ^ figurcs.
tion, Revised, ! t —General Consideration.
Cloth, $2.00. Co°ten Roads Location and 
Drainage of Streets and Roads. Brokcn.5ton„
Improvement of Çou £yor Rpavcments. Brick, 
Asphalt, Pavet Stone-block Pavements. City 

Streets.

FIELD MANUAL FOR. ENGINEERS By the
late Philetus H. Vr'oeeo, Con-
xv + 388 pages, 152 g Adiustments, Use,tents.—Preliminary Operation's dj Trigonometry.
and Care of Instruments. Uane 11
Simple Curves Connecting R'SjT Curvc5. Re-
Stadia Measurements, et • True Transition

^la^foflaMrrnÏMi-enaneous Topic,.

Fifth Revised ami EM g .)]astrations. Cloth 
1040 pages, upwards 3 ateria.ls Emp.oyed
$5.==. ContentSVP„a„f Pavements. Stone Pave-
in the Construction ^ Asphaltum and Coal-
ments. Wood pa p'avcments. Broken-stone
tar Pavement». Brie* . pavemcnts. Founda-
Pavements. Miscell Traction. Location if
tiens. Resistance to, ™%iBsveIse Contour. 
Country Roads.. \ Culverts. Bridges, Re-
Earthwork. Drainage w rks Tunnels, Fenc-
taining Walls, Curbs, Gutters, Re-
ing, City Streets. J Pcment Qf Country Roads, 
construction »nd ^ cleansing, and Watering
Maintenance-Repairing, ^ Spccificattons and
Trees. Staking Out the p . Miscellaneous
Contracts. Implements and Pnce Numbering
Notes. Appendix. L-Nam g (hods of As.
Country f-ds and Houses. in._ordin-
5'SS‘ Regulating the Width of Wagon-t.res. IV.- 

Cycle-paths.

y^cCtdadtoEr Needs of the Explorer in
Making Exploratory Surveys. By^ ^ figurcs.
Godwin. i6mo, xil + 357 P * ( _Dea’ing with 
Morocco, $2.5».. „C part'n-Dealing with Rail- 
Railroad Location. Fart u. Recon-road Construction- Part l l.-Dealmg ^
noissance and Explora y , uon To these

i2mo, vm + 339 ,paf. ’ 34paPt i —Financial and

WATER-SUPPLY ENGINEERING. The Design,
ing. Construction, and Maintenance of V\ater

•-» s,Kiï.u,k"ï.cS.d
Enlarged, 8vo, xiv + 57° P°Ses> il'lnth^loo Con- 
figures and 19 full-page plates. Doniiisites of
tents.-Part I.-Designing. Synopsis RuQUKutes 1 
a Supply-Quality. Requisites of a b PP y _ 
Quantity. Sources of Supply. Rainfa . , „v:.y
water Rivers and Lakes. Ground-water. Gravity 
Systems. Pumping Systems Hytfrauhc D
and Embankments. Punfieauon of Water^^ ^ _
ing and Pumping-engines Design^.  ̂ of

sarïsa-f fess- .M"? 
stirs- sari* - «—*
Clerical and Commercial.

Prescott

N. Ogden, C.E., As- 
Cornell Uni- tion ' of Volume of Traffic. 0perating Expcn,„ ; 

Elements of the z- _ Construction :
Motive Power; Ec°2.°a.ICSResistance ; Momentum Track Economes; Trmn Re,,staiements 
Grades. Part 1H- r y turc ■ Minor Grades ; 
SgmGra?:sa Pusher Grades; Balancing Grade, 

for Unequal Traffic. Index.

SEWER DESIGN- By H; r.ngi
Pt2°mo!S xl + 234 P_aS-s.ea ^Considerations: 

Cloth, $2.00. Conten • Excessive Rains-
Preparatory Maps and c,wcrs Relation of 
Proportion Reaching Mathcmatical Formulae. 
Density to Percentage. Mat n( of Sewage
Estimating Future Population. h; Sewers,
per Capita. Ground-water Reacmng D=velop. 
Grades and Self-cleansing Kuttcr,s Formula, 
ments of Formulae f°«' F ' Sewcr Plans.
Sewer Diagrams. Use o g U«e of Tanks. 
Sewer Cross-sections. Flushing. Use

MODERN METHODS OF CLFAN-
ING.-By G'°rtgpages ftoo illustrations. Price, $3; 
inches; soo text page ^ Abuse of City Streets , 
Contents :—The Use Annlirable to Street Clean-damentC eaningPoe dements! The Disposa, 

Cleaning ^ European Methods of
Westminster, London , 

Hamburg ; Cologne ;

Fun
ing ; The
of Refuse; Summary

Cleaning ; London,
Paris ; Berlin ;

York. Index.
Street
Manchester ; 
Amsterdam ; New what technical book you 

supply through our BookNo matter
want we can
Department.

ROAD PRESERVATION AND^DUST^PRUV^-Nj 

TION.-By William Fierson j price, $t.5°-
!CnoCn«:n,S'4VnagdeDusVlts Contre, and Preven-SEWAGE

OF Bv W J. Dibdin,°riy Chemist to the London County
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Power & Steam Pumps, 
Centrifugal Pumps, 
Rotary Pumps.
Stuff Pumps,
Force Pumps, 
Independent Jet 
Condensers,Travel
ling Cranes, etc. ,,
The SMART-TURNER J

MACHINE CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON, ONT.

“DESERONTO”

Charcoal Pig Iron
A. C. LESLIE & CO.

LIMITED

MONTREAL
l u;

rail,, per gros, ton of 2,240 lbs., f.o.b. mill. Re-laying rails are quoted at 
$27 to $29 per ton, according to condition of rail and location.

Railway Ties.—See lumber, etc. % „
Roofing.—Ready roofing, two-ply, 70c. per roll; three-ply, 95c. per roll 

of ,00 square feet. Roofing tin caps, 6c. lb.; wire roofing nail,, sc. lb. 
(See Building Paper ; Tar and Pitch ; Nails, Roofing).

Rope.—Prices arc steady, at gc. per lb. for sisal, and io«c. for Manila. 
Wire rope, crucible steel, six-strands, nineeten wires ; M-in., $2.75; S-16, 
$3-75; M. $4.751 $5.25; H, $6.25; «. $8; n. $«°; 1-in., $.2 per TOO feet

Spikes.—Railway spikes are firmer at $2.45 per 100 pounds, base ox 
5# x 9-16. Ship spikes are steady at $2.85 per 100 pounds, base of *4 x 10- 
inch, and $4 x 12-inch

Steel Shafting.—Prices are 
is on the dull side.

Telegraph Poles.—See lumber, etc.
Tar and Pitch.—Coal tar, $3.50 per barrel of 40 gallons, weighing about

pounds ; and No. 2, 55c. per 
40 gallons, and $4.75 per half-

(Continued from page 684.)
each bag. Good bags re-purchased at toe. each.
cents extra, or ice. per bbl. weight. ...» , .__v

Chain.—Prices are as follows per loo lbs. :—«-inch, $4-9°, s-x^-inch, 
$4.40 ; «-inch, $3.70; 7-16-inch, $3.50; 14-inch, $3.25; 9-6-mch, $3.20; M-mch, 
$3.15 ; «-inch, $3.10 ; «-inch, $3.05; i-inch, $3.05.

Coal and Coke__Anthracite, egg, stove or chestnut coal, $0.75 Per
net; furnace coal, $6.50, net. Bituminous or soft coal: Run of mine. Nova 
Scotia coal, carload lots, basis, Montreal, $3.85 to $4 P=r ton ; cannel coal, 
$9 per ton ; coke, single ton, $5; large lots, special rates, approximately 
$4 f.o.b., cars, Montreal

Copper.—Prices are strong at 14 to i4&c.
Explosives and Accessories.—Dynamite, 50-lb. cases, 40 Pcr ccnt- Pr°o1* 

ice. in single case lots, Montreal. Blasting powder, 25-lb. kegs, $2.25 per 
keg. . Special quotations on large lots of dynamite and powder Detonator 
caps, case lots, containing 10,000, 75c. per 100 ; broken lots $,: electric 
blasting apparatus :-Battcrics, 1 to ,0 holes, $15; 1 to so holes, $25; 1 to 
30 holes, $35; 1 to 40 holes, $50. Wire, leading, ic. per foot ; connecting, 
,oc. per lb. Fuses, platinum, single strength, per too fuses :—4-ft. wires 
$3; 6-ft. wires, $3.54: 8-ft. wires, $4.08 ; 10-ft. wires, $5. Double 5trcnBth 
fuses, 4-ft, $3.75; 6-ft., $4.29 ; 8-ft., $4.83; -o-ft., $5-37; Fuses, time, double.

feet: explohmeters, fuse and circuit, $7.50 each.
Prices, basis, 28-gauge, arc

steady at the list, less 25 per cent. DemandPaper bags cost a)4

500 pounds ; roofing pitch, No. x, 70c. per 
100 pounds ; pine tar, $8.50 per barrel of 
barrel ; refined coal tar, $4.50 per barrel ; pine pitch, $4 per barrel of 180 /
to 200 pounds. (See building paper; also roofing).

Tin.—Prices are unchanged, at 32^ to 33c.
Zinc.—The tone is steady, at 6 to 6%c.

CAMP SUPPLIES.
Beans.—Prime pea beans, $1.85 per bushel.
Butter.—September and October creamery, 26c. ; dairy, 22 to 23c. 
Canned Goods.—Per Dozen.—Corn, 80 to 85; peas, $1.05 to $1.15 > 

beans, 75 to 80c. ; tomatoes, 82# to 90c. ; peaches, 2s, $1.65, and 3s, $2.65 ; 
pears, 2s, $1.60, and 3s, $2.30; salmon, best brands, i-lb. tails, $1.87)4, and 
flats, $2.02)4 ; cheaper grades, 95c. to $1.65.

Cheese.—Late makes, 11J4 to n^c. ; finest makes, )4c.
Coffee.—Mocha, 20 to 25c. ; Santos, 15 to 18c. ; Rio,.
Dried Fruits.—Currants, Filiatras, sH to 6)4c. ; choice, 8 to 9c. ; dates, 

4 to 5c. ; raisins, Valentias, 5 to 6c. ; California, seeded, 7)4 to 9c. ; Sultana, 
8 to loc. Evaporated apples, prime, 9% to 9#c.

Eggs.—No. 1 candled, 26c. ; selects, 29 to 30c. ; new laid, 35c.
Flour.—Manitoba, 1st patents, $5.70 per barrel ; 2nd patents, $5.20; 

strong bakers, $5.
Molasses and Syrup.—Molasses, New Orleans, 27 to 28c. ; Barbadoes, 

40 to 50c. ; Porto Rico, 40 to 45c. ; syrup, barrels, 3)4c. ; 2-lb. tins, 2 dozen 
to case, $2.50 per case.

Potatoes.—Per 90 lbs., good quality, 50 to 60c.
Rice and Tapioca.—Rice, grade B., in 100-lb. bags, $2.95 to $3; C.C., 

$2.90. Tapioca, medium pearl, 4)4 to 4&c.
Rolled Oats.—Oatmeal, $2.45 per bag; rolled oats, $2.20, bags.
Tea.—Japans, 20 to 38c. ; Ceylons, 20 to 40c. ; Ceylon, greens, 19 to 25c. ; 

China, greens, 25 to 50c. ; low-grades, down to 15c.
Provisions.—Salt Pork.—$30 to $32 per bbl. ; beef, $15 per bbl. ; smoked 

hams and bacon, 15 to 18c. per lb. ; lard, 17c. for pure and 12c. for com
pound.

IO tO I2C.

tape, $6 per 1,000
Galvanized Iron.—The market is steady.

Queen's Head, $4.10; Colborne Crown, $3.85; Apollo, 10% oz., $4.0.5. 
Add 25c. to above figures for less than case lots ; 26-gauge is 
25c. less than 28-gauge, American 28-gauge and English 26 are equivalents, 
as are American inM oz., and English 28-gauge.

Galvanized Pipe.—(Sec Pipe, Wrought and Galvanized).
Iron.—The outlook is strong. The following prices ai 

quantities and over, ex-store, Montreal, prompt delivery ; No 
$21 50 to $22 per ton ; selected Summerlee, $21 to $21.50; soft Summerlee, 
$20.50 to $21 ; Clarence, $19.50 to $20; Carron, No. 1, $21.50 to $22, and 
Carron special, $21 to $21.50.

Laths.—See Lumber etc.
Lead.—Prices are about steady at $3-55 *° $3-65-
Lead Wool.—$10.50 per hundred, $200 per ton, f.o.b., factory.
Lumber, Etc.—Prices on lumber are for car lots, to contractors, at mill 

points, carrying a freight of $1.50. Red pine mill culls out, 
$18 to $22 per 1,000 feet ; white pine, mill culls, $16 to $17. Spruce, x-m. 
by 4-in. and up, $15 to $17 per 1,000 ft.; mill culls. $12 to $14. Hemlock, 
log run, culls out, $13 to $15. Railway Ties ; Standard Railway Ties, 
hemlock or cedar, 35 to 45c. each, on a 5c. rate to Montreal. Telegraph 
Poles : Seven-inch top, cedar poles, 2.5-ft. poles, $1.35 to $1.50 each ; 30-tt., 

to $2; 35-ft., $2.75 to $3.25 each, at manufacturers’ points, with.ee.
Laths : Quotations per 1,000 laths, at point* 

Shingles : Cedar

are fnr carload 
1 Summerlee,

Fish.—Salted.—Medium cod, $7 per bbl. ; herring, $5.25 per bbl. ; salmon, 
$15.50 per bbl., for red, and $14 for pink. Smoked fish.—Bloaters, $1.10 
per large box; baddies, 7«c. per lb. ; kippered herring, per box, $1.20 to 
$1.25.

*«.75
freight rate to Montreal
carring $1.50 freight rate to Montreal, $2 to $3. 
shingles, same conditions as laths, X, $1.50 ; XX, $2 50 : XXX, $3.

Nails.—Demand for nails is better and prices are firmer, $2.40 per 
keg for cut, and $2.35 for wire, base prices. Wire roofing nails. 5C. Ib.

Paints.—Roof, barn and fence paint, 90c. per gallon ; girder, bridge 
and structural paint for steel or iron—shop or field-$t.2o per gallon, In 
barrels ; liquid red lead in gallon cans, $1.75 per gallon.

Pipe.—Cast Iron.—The market is unsettled and uncertain, as 
eompel’ed to meet competition from all sources. Prices are easy and ap 
proximately as follows :—$31 for 6 and 8-inch pipe and larger; $32 tot 
S-inch and 4-inch at the foundry. Pipe, specials, $3 per too pounds. Gas 
pipe is quoted at about $1 more than the above.

Pipe Wrought and Galvanized—Demand is much
tone is firm, though prices are steady,

lots being • «-inch, $5.50 with 63 per cent, off for black, and 48 per cent, 
off for galvanized : «4-Inch, $5.50, with 59 per cent, off for black and 44 pet 
cent off for galvanized ; «-inch, $8.50, with 6q per cent, off for black, and 
59 per cent, off for galvanized. The discount on the following 1* 72« P" 
cent, off for black, and 62 « per cent, off for galvanized; «-inch, $11.50; 
i-inch, $16.50; i«-inrh, $22.50; i«-inch, $27; 2-inch, $36; 2«-mch. $57.50;
3-inch, $75.50 ; 2«-inch tos : 4-inch, $108.

Plates and Sheets.-Steel.-The market is steady. Quotations arc • $2.20 $
for ,-,6: $2.30 for .t. and *2.10 for « and thicker: ,2-ga,.ge being $2,0: ^ ,f t0 $2> ba5e, pcr |b,„ from stock to wholesale

«MV* ~ -$30.50 to $31 is given for 6n lb. and 7n-1b. ; 8o-!b. and heavier, being $10: pounds advance on plate. Tank plate, 3-16-inch, $2.40 per xoo

w * * *
Toronto, December 16th, 1909.

Ice and snow are lessening the activity of building in both city and 
country, and for the same reason the movement of many materials for 
exterior use has declined. Pitch and tar, roofing felt and paper, sewer 
pipe, and bricks are less active except for repairing purposes, but 
structural steel, iron pipe, rails and sheets, continue in fair request, and 
lumber is still moving. Pig-iron shows good activity and holders are firm 
as to price, the like may be said of boiler plates, and tubes. In fact the 
metals trades, shelf goods included, are more active than is usual at this 
time of the year.

It is not easy to obtain at this point a clean-cut quotation for cement. 
The close of navigation makes it hopeless to expect as low prices as have 
prevailed for recent months, while it is too early to obtain quotations for 

spring. Apparently the managers of the Canada Cement Company 
serious or immediate advance, while those mills

dealer? are

bettf . and 
moderate-sizedthe

have not resolved upon any 
outside the combine are in no hurry to quote prices.

where not otherwiseThe following are wholesale prices for Toronto, 
explained, although for broken quantities higher prices are quoted.— 

Antimony.—Demand active and price higher at $9.25 per xoo lbs. 
Axes.—Standard makes, double bitted, $8 to $10; single bitted, per


